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Introduction and motivations 

 

After working as a web developer for a few years now, as well as creating a few personal 

projects in this area, I’ve come to realize that I really enjoy the crazy ecosystem that the 

web development world is. By far, the most dynamic, volatile, ever-changing and exciting 

ecosystem in computer programming.  

Keeping up to date is a real challenge. When developing an application, you have to be 

aware that the patterns and technologies you use, even if they are the most trending and 

popular ones at the moment, run the risk of becoming outdated in less than 2-3 years. This 

craziness may be overwhelming for some people, but I find it really exciting and enjoyable. I 

really like this mindset of continuous learning and exploring that you have to adopt in order 

to not fall behind. 

Lately though, I felt that I was falling behind. I had reached a point in my current job where I 

was not learning anything new so I decided to use some of my free time to put myself back 

in track, and I started reading blogs, articles, newsletters, watching videos, tutorials, 

conferences, following people in twitter… and I also decided that I wanted to put in 

practice all of this new knowledge in a personal project. 

That’s why, a friend and I started to work in this application called Listlogs, which was an 

idea we had had in mind for a long time.  

We realized that we both enjoyed making lists. We liked keeping lists of many things: the 

movies we had seen,  the places we had visit… but we didn’t have a good place to make 

them and had to use excel sheets or plain notepad files. So we came up with Listlogs which, 

as its name implies, it is about making lists, lists of basically anything. We will go deeper 

about the concept in the next section. 

This memory will put a lot of focus in the implementation details of this applications 

showing how all the technologies fit together, since is the part that interests me the most.  

We will basically use Listlogs as a playground to do a deep research on the current state of 

the web development ecosystem and learn and test the hottest trends and technologies 

available. 
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The Project: Listlogs 

 

Now it is time to explain in more detail what exactly Listlogs is about. 

 

Listlogs is a web application which allows you to create lists of bookmarks. A bookmark is 

basically “anything” you want to keep: a link, an image, a note, a video… We call ‘log’ to 

each bookmark you add to a list, hence the name Listlogs . 

The concept is simple. You watch a movie, you can add it to your movies list, you find a cool 

article that you want to read later, you add it to your articles list, you can have lists of your 

favourites songs, funny kitten videos, trips you wish to make… basically anything that fits 

into a category can be listed in a Listlogs’ list.  

 

 

 

You can already use Youtube  to make lists of videos, Flicker  to make lists of images, 

Librarything to catalog your books, Filmaffinity  to keeps track of the movies you watch, 

Delicious  to bookmark websites of your interest… but you are required to have an account 

at each one of this websites and learn how they individually work in order to use them.  

 

With Listlogs we want to build an application to unify them all, so you only have to register 

once, learn one interface… and start making lists of anything you like. 

 

Also, apart from being a great tool to organize your stuff in a very visual way.  We want 

Listlogs to be a great place to discover new stuff. So, with Listlogs you can follow other 

users and see what content they create. 
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Requirement Analysis  

 

Functional Requirements 

 

Let’s now be more specific on the features that actually form listlogs:  

- A user can create an account providing an email, a nickname and a password. 

- A user can create as many lists as he wants. A lists consists of a title and, optionally, a 

description. 

- A user can add logs to his lists. A ‘log’ consists of five elements 

- A title, which is the only required information 

- A url where, if given, the title will link to 

- An image or video, which is automatically generated from the given url. If the 

url points to a website, the user can choose an image from it.  

- An optional note or description 

- A log has two view modes: 

- Collapsed: showing the title, a thumbnail of the image, gif or video (if it has 

any) and the first words of the description. 

- Expanded: showing the title, the image, gif or video and the full description. 

- A lists is, by default, sorted by the order defined for its user and it can be also sorted 

by name and date of creation.  

- To define the order of a list, the user can drag & drop the logs to the desired position 

or can directly create them in the position he wants. 

- A lists can be filtered by the title of its logs. 

- A user has a profile page where the last logs he has created are listed, and where he 

can add extra information about himself (description, website and location) 

- A user can visit the profile and the lists of any other user in the application. 

- A user can follow other users. When he starts following a user, he automatically 

follows all of his lists. Then, he can unfollow the lists he wants. 

- The application suggest users to follow in a "who to follow" list. 

- A user has a feed page where he sees the last logs created in the lists he follows. 
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Non-functional Requirements 

 

 

 

 

- Usability . This is the key feature of almost any web application, especially those 

where the user is the one who creates the content. The application must be really 

easy to use, with a simple and friendly user interface. The most important point here 

is to make the creation of content as simple, fast and intuitive as possible.  

 

- Responsive Interface . Nowadays, if a web application does not look good in mobile 

devices, it’s almost worthless. The goal here is, at least, to make possible the perfect 

visualization  of content in any device and resolution. Make the creation of content 

responsive is a much difficult challenge that, for now, is out of the scope of the 

project. 

 

- Extensibility . As we will see in the “future improvements” section, there are a lot of 

extra features that would make sense to add to Listlogs. Therefore it’s really 

important to think out the architecture of the application in a way that allows for 

new features to be added easily. 
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Specification 

 

Conceptual Model 

 

The data model of the system is very simple. The application only has to deal with three 

concepts: Users, Lists and Logs which are related to each other as specified in the following 

diagram: 

 

Class Diagram 

 

- User: Represents a listlogs’ user. It’s created every time a person registers to the 

application giving a nick, an email and a password. Name, location and website are 

optional fields. A user can follow other users and/or lists of these users. When a user 

starts to follow another user, he will automatically follow all the lists of this user. 

Then, he can decide to unfollow those list which don’t interest him. 
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- Integrity Restrictions 

- There cannot be two users with the same nick or email. 

- A user cannot follow itself 

- A user cannot follow his own lists. 

- A user cannot follow a list or another user twice. 

 

- List:  Represents a list of logs. It’s created by a user giving just a title. The slug field is 

a url-friendly version of the title which is auto-generated by the system. The position 

field is the position where the list shows up in the interface menu, by default each 

list is added at the end but the user can reorder them as he likes. 

 

- Integrity Restrictions 

- There cannot be two lists of the same user with the same title, or with 

to titles whose url-friendly version are the same. 

- There cannot be two lists of the same user in the same position 

 

- Log : Represent a log, which are the items that form the lists. It’s created by a user 

giving a title, and optionally a url and a description. The url is where the title of the 

log will link to, and optionally, from where the image or the video will be taken from. 

- Integrity Restrictions 

- There cannot be two logs of the same list in the same position  
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General Architecture 

 

As most of the current web applications, our system will we divided in two main blocks: the 

Frontend  or client side  and the Backend  or server side : 

 

● Frontend:  Since Listlogs is a web application, the frontend is all the code that will 

reside in the browser: HTML templates, CSS stylesheets and the Javascript code 

necessary to make the web interactive and to get and send data to our backend. 

● Backend:  Our backend will be a REST API.  

 

REST  stands for Representational State Transfer, and is an architectural pattern for 

designing networked applications using the HTTP protocol. These are its main ideas: 

● Uses HTTP requests to post data (create and update), read data and delete 

data. So it uses HTTP for all four CRUD (Create / Read / Update / Delete) 

operations. 

● Platform and language independent.  

● Statelessness. The server does not store any kind of session, so every request 

must contain all the information necessary to be carried out.  

The great thing about having a REST API to give access to your data is that it’s totally 

agnostic about the way this data ends up being represented. Therefore, it can be 

reused in completely different frontends or even consumed by other APIs, for 

example, in a future Listlogs Mobile Application for Android or IOS. 

 

Even though it doesn’t apply in this project, completely decoupling the frontend and the 

backend allows them to be coded in different languages, and so to have completely 

different teams working in parallel in the two parts. 
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Tech Stack 

 

Web Frameworks, backend frameworks, routers, build systems, package managers, dev 

tools, testing frameworks, ORM’s, databases, transpilers, preprocessors, linters…  choosing 

the right stack of technologies for your project is one of the most difficult and important 

challenges that you face before starting a project. The ecosystem is so big and it changes so 

quickly that is really easy to get overwhelmed. 

We will now make a review about the stack of technologies we have chose to build Listlogs 

with, why we have chosen them and which alternatives we had. 

Let’s start with the frontend. 

 

Frontend  

 

Before diving right into the comparison of actual frontend technologies we need to fully 

understand a few key concepts that will show up many times. 

 

A framework, to a greater or lesser extend, enforces you to structure your application in a 

certain way. We will see that there are frameworks more opinionated than others, but in its 

core they all follow a certain design pattern. So, let’s first review the most common design 

patterns that we will encounter 
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Frontend Design Patterns 

 

MVC 

 

MVC has been for many years the most popular architectural pattern to create user 

interfaces. It has been around for almost 40 years since a Smalltalk programmer defined it 

in a paper published in 1979.  

It promotes the separation of concerts by dividing the application in three interconnected 

parts: the model , the view  and the controller  which interact as follows: 

 

 

● Model : It’s responsible for storing and managing the applications data, providing 

and internal interface (API) to enable other parts of the application (the controller) 

to interact with it.  
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It’s where the business logic resides, It maintains the integrity of the application’s 

data, performs validations and sends it to the server (or stores it in the database if 

the pattern is implemented server-side) 

In some implementations It’s also responsible to notify when the data changes, but it 

never knows anything about how this data is shown to the final user. 

 

● View : A view is a visual representation of the model. It provides an external 

interface (a GUI) to enable the user to communicate with the application. It just 

shows the information but doesn’t do anything with it. 

Performs all the view logic: knows how to render widgets, dialog boxes… and 

maintains the GUI integrity, making sure all views are displaying up-to-date values, 

disabling parts of the interface that don’t apply to the current focus, etc... 

 

● Controller : It’s “everything in between” the view and the model which allows them 

to be totally decoupled. It totally depends on the implementation, but it’s usually 

responsible to react to user interactions, such as clicks or form submits and send the 

data to the right model. It can also listen for data changes in the model and update 

the right view when happen. 

 

The point of the MVC is clear: separate the data itself from the way this data is represented 

which allows to have multiple representations (views) for the same model. For example, we 

don’t need to change the model to implement the Desktop version and the Mobile version 

of our application since they are both a representation of the same data. 

Note that the Controller definition is a bit vague. The reason is that there are multiple 

options to implement this communication layer between the view and the model, from 

data-bindings to event systems, and it’s very difficult to list the properties that the 

controller must have. That’s why many people just call this patterns MV* or MVW 

(model-view-whatever). But the key take-away is always the same: separate your model 

from its visual representation (view). 

Anyway, let’s take a look to the most common MVC variation, which is used by many 

frontend frameworks that we will review later.  
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MVVM 

 

MVVM stands for Model View ViewModel and is an architectural pattern based on MVC 

which attempts to more clearly separate the development of user interfaces from the data 

and business logic of the application. In other words, tries to clarify what the controller is 

supposed to do in the MVC pattern. Here is how the components interact:  

 

 

 

As you can see, the graphic is almost identical to the MVC, the only difference is the 

component in-between the view and the model, which is now called ViewModel.  

The View and the Model have the exact same role as in the MVC pattern, so we only need to 

explain how the ViewModel component works: 

The ViewModel main role is to change model information into view information. For 

example, imagine we have a date attribute stored in our model in a raw generic format like 

a unix-timestamp (e.g. 13646374666) but we want our user interface to show a nice 

formatted date (08/09/2015 08:35:00), the ViewModel is responsible for reading the date 

from the model, transforming it, and exposing the formatted date so the view can display it. 

In other words, it acts as a model with view-related data (hence the name viewModel). 

The ViewModel also exposes methods to capture user interactions. They are handlers (for 

click or submit actions for example) that, when called, will take care of updating the model 

and refreshing the view if needed. 

In summary, the ViewModel is a source of both formatted data and actions to be used by 

the view. 
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Basically every framework that implements the MVVM pattern does it alongside an 

implementation of some sort of data binding. 

Data binding is a general technique that binds data sources from the provider and 

consumer together and synchronizes them automatically. In this case, it binds the data 

present in the ViewModel with the view, so when the data changes so does the view.  

 

There are two types of data binding:  

 

- One-way data binding . Changes in the model are automatically reflected in the 

view. For example, in the previous date example, if we use a framework that 

implements one-way data binding from the ViewModel to the View, updating the 

date field in the ViewModel will automatically re-render the parts of the view that 

depend on it. 

 

- Two-way data binding . Changes in the model are automatically reflected in the view 

and changes in the view are automatically reflected in the model. For example, if our 

GUI has an input that allows the user to change the date and we use a framework 

that implements two-way data binding, when the user changes the date the 

ViewModel will get automatically update without the need of explicitly setting up a 

handler to perform the update.  

Most of the frameworks offer a two-way data binding implementation. 
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FLUX 

 

The latest trend in web application architectural patterns is called FLUX, which has been 

promoted by Facebook and challenges the well established MV* patterns. 

Flux is the application architecture that Facebook uses for developing their client-side web 

applications and, as we will see, fits very well with the client-side javascript library that they 

have also developed: ReactJS .  

The Flux architecture consists of four components: the dispatcher , the stores , the views 

and the actions which interact as follows: 

 

 

 

The Flux key idea, and main difference with the MV* patterns can already be seen in the 

diagram: it has a unidirectional  data flow which works like this: 

 

- Actions : Simple objects usually describing a user interaction with the view. For 

example: {“type”: “userLogin”, “nickname”: “foo”, “password”: “bar”} 
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- Dispatcher : Acts as a central hub. It captures all the actions of the application and 

send them to the stores by invoking the callbacks the stores expose. It doesn’t have 

any application related logic, so it can be reuse in-between projects. 

- Stores : Contain the application’s state and logic for a particular domain of the 

application. They are more or less the same as the “model” in the MV*. 

- Views : They act as view-controllers. Like in the MV*, they are a representation of the 

data but are also responsible for capturing the user interactions and dispatching 

actions. They listen for changes in the Stores, and re-render themselves if needed.  

 

Therefore, the typical flow in a Flux application goes like this: a View generates and Action 

which is captured by the Dispatcher who invokes ALL del callbacks provided by the stores 

who, in turn, update themselves if that action is relevant to the part of the domain they 

control. Then, the views which are affected for that change, re-render themselves. 

 

So, is this better than MV*? Well, as always, it depends.  

The Flux architecture is more complex, it has more components and a more complicated 

life-cycle. Also, its enforced unidirectional data flow doesn’t allow for two-way data binding 

implementations. This results in more boilerplate code and manual updates that are not 

needed in some MV* implementations. Therefore, using FLUX may be overkill for most of 

small applications. 

The problem with MV* and two-way data binding is that they don’t scale well. The 

bi-directional data flow that they allow, which comes in handy for many use cases, may 

cause cascading effects, since one change can trigger another one, and so on, making the 

applications more fragile and unpredictable, and totally unmaintainable in the long run. 

Here is where the FLUX architecture shines. The strict data-flow that FLUX enforces makes 

the applications more predictable and easier to reason about. 
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Frameworks and Libraries 

 

Now that we have talked about general concepts like data-binding and the most common 

architectural patterns that are used in web applications, we can dig right into the 

comparison of actual technologies and start to choose the ones we will use to build 

Listlogs. 

When choosing technologies, we will, when possible, try to follow the principle of “do one 

thing, and do it well” . This means that we will favour small, focused libraries over 

full-featured frameworks.  

 

This approach adds complexity at the first steps of the project, requiring more time to set 

all the libraries up and wiring everything together, but we believe that the gain of flexibility 

you get in the long run makes it totally worth it. 

Having you project build by small components allows you to only use exactly what you 

really need, with the size and performance benefits that it brings, and also makes it easier 

to upgrade your project little by little without having to wait for a full new version of your 

framework of choice.  

 

Our first decision will be the most important one, since it will have impact in some other 

choices down the road: the javascript framework. 

 

First of all, what is a javascript framework? And why do we need it after all? 

 

A framework is a collection of tools, helpers and utilities that solve many common problems 

that developers face when developing applications. The thing is, it doesn’t matter what kind 

of web application you are building that you will always encounter the same kind of 

problems: routing, view and data synchronization, browser compatibility, user input 

validation, data fetching…  

 

You don’t need to reinvent the wheel every time implementing solutions for this problems 

from scratch, when they have already been solved for you.  
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We will focus in the comparison of the two most currently popular options: AngularJS 

powered by Google and ReactJS  powered by Facebook.  

 

 

 

The first thing to say is that the comparison is not really fair: Angular is a full-featured 

framework whereas React, as we will see, is just a library to render view components.  

So, the real comparison will be between Angular and React + the ecosystem of libraries that 

complement it. 
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AngularJS 

 

AngularJS is an open source web application framework to build single page applications. It 

was first developed in 2009 as a tool to help designers create persistent web forms but, 

since then, the project has evolved a lot both in size and scope. Now, it’s maintained by 

Google and has become the most popular javascript framework available. These are its main 

features and core ideas: 

 

- Implements the MVVM pattern  with two-way data binding . Here, the ViewModel 

components is called $scope which is a javascript object that links the model with 

the HTML templates. Whenever any property of this object changes, Angular 

re-renders the templates which make reference to it. 

 

- Directives . One of the Angular’s main ideas is to extend the HTML language to make 

it more suitable to build dynamic web applications as opposed to the classic static 

web documents. And Directives are the Angular way to do it.  

They are basically new HTML tags used both for control flow (e.g. <ng-if/> 

<ng-repeat/>) to dynamically generate HTML or as full UI widgets (e.g. 

<google-maps/> <dropdown-menu/>). Angular comes with many ready-to-use 

directives and also allows the developers to build their own. 
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- Services . Services are shared reusable singleton objects which are wired together 

using dependency injection.  They are used to organize and share any kind of 

functionality across the application. Angular offers several ready-to-use services out 

of the box (e.g. $http with utilities to make Ajax Requests) and also offers the 

possibility to create custom ones. Usually, the Model of the MVVM resides inside a 

Service. 

 

- Forms. Angular provides built-in validations for form inputs so that the user can be 

notified of invalid input before submitting a form. 

 

- Router. Angular comes with a complete routing solution to manage the navigation 

of your application 

 

- Testing. Angular was built with testability in mind. The dependency injection pattern 

that Angular uses makes it very easy to test individual components (Services) by 

mocking all its dependencies. In addition, Angular provides with many services and 

utilities to help creating unit tests, as well as, a full e2e testing framework called 

Protractor. 

 

- Internationalization . Internationalization is the process of adapting your 

application to the cultural and linguistic context that it is used. Angular provides 

Services to help you translate your application and convert dates, numbers and 

currencies to the ones used by your users.  
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ReactJS 

 

React is a Javascript library for creating user interfaces developed at Facebook and already 

used in production for many big companies as Instagram, AirBnb or Sony.  

It’s built to facilitate the creation of stateful, composable, reusable and performant UI 

components , so it can be seen as the V in the MV* patterns, but as we will see the 

applications built with React rarely use those patterns. These are its main features and core 

ideas: 

 

- It’s fast . React understands that the most costly operations that the browser has to 

do are DOM manipulations. To tackle them, React uses something called Virtual 

DOM which is a Javascript object that replicates the DOM. When a change is made 

and a component needs to be re-rendered, React creates a new instance of the 

Virtual DOM and compares it with the previous one. Then, it calculates and applies 

the minimum set of changes that need to be performed in the actual DOM.  

Since working with Javascript objects is way more efficient than working with the 

DOM, this results in really fast page re-renders. 
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- JSX . The templates in React are not written in HTML but in a React’s own language 

called JSX. The JSX syntax is almost the same that HTML but it’s actually a 

preprocessor that ends up compiling to Javascript. 

This allows to put the templates inside the Javascript code taking advantage of the 

Javascript expressiveness to generate them. So, unlike Angular, React doesn’t 

extend the DOM but puts the DOM inside the Javascript code to use all its power. 

 

- Separation of Concerns. The last point may sound counter-intuitive since putting 

the templates inside the javascript code sounds like a violation of the most basic 

separation of concerns principles. However, React claims that the real separation of 

concerns is not between programming languages but between self-contained 

components. The template and the javascript code that controls it will always be 

coupled so there is no point in separating them. Separating and composing your 

application in small React Components is the perfect separation of concerns. 

 

- One-way data binding . Every React component has two sources of data: state  and 

props which are more or less equivalent to Angular’s $scope. Props are the data 

sent by parent components, whereas the state is the internal data of the component 

usually modified by user interactions. When a change is made to one of this to 

objects, React automatically re-renders the component. This doesn’t work the other 

way around, so when a user interaction (e.g. click or form submit) must modified the 

state of a component, it is the developer’s responsibility to set up the proper 

handlers and explicitly make the updates. This approach has its tradeoffs as we saw 

in the last section. 
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Decision time: React vs Angular 

 

In this decision we can also use past experience in other projects, since we have already 

worked with Angular for quite a long time. 

Angular is a powerful tool, but there are a few things that just don’t feel right: it has too 

many terminology, too many concepts to learn, weird API’s and a lot of “gotchas”, caveats 

and pitfalls that make its learning curve pretty steep.. it just feels that overcomplicates 

stuff that could and should be much simpler. 

Also, it has performance issues when dealing with long lists, which is a potential big 

problem for us since Listlogs basically consists of long lists. 

As we said, Angular was originally a tool to help designers so some of the core decisions 

that were made back then were not the most appropriates for the needs that the 

framework has today.  To address these problems, and to better embrace the new 

standards that are coming to the web, the Angular team is working in a new version of the 

framework that will fully rewrite the current one. 

Therefore, since Angular 2 is on the way (in BETA at the time of this writing),  we don’t want 

to use a framework whose days are numbered.  

Another thing that troubles as is that, even though Angular is more mature than React, it 

doesn’t appear to have been used in production by any important company whereas React 

is already been used by Facebook, Instagram, AirbNb, Netflix, Sony, Swagger… 

Also, Reacts fits better in our principle the we want to follow when choosing technologies: 

“do one thing, and do it well”. 

 

So we will use React. 
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As we said, React only takes cares of rendering the HTML templates, so we need to 

complement it with other libraries that provide the rest of the functionalities that we will 

need when building listlogs 

 

 

 

 

REDUX is the “model” of React applications and is an implementation of the already 

explained FLUX pattern. It defines itself as a “predictable state container for JavaScript 

apps”. It’s actually a really small library with some helper utility functions, but the important 

and powerful part here are the principles and patterns it defines, and the way it makes you 

think about your state and your whole application: 

 

- Single source of truth. All the state of your application is stored in ONE single object. 

This is useful for the following reasons: 

- Having all your state centralized makes it easier to control and reason about 

it. And more important, makes your application a lot easier to debug. 

- Totally decouples the state from your UI components, which become 

completely dumb and stateless, making them simpler and easier to test. 

- This decoupling from the UI makes it easier to create an initial state on the 

server that can be sent to the client. Really helpful when creating 

isomorphic/universal apps. 

- You get Undo/Redo functionality for free. You just have to keep your 

previous state objects somewhere and switch between them as you like. 

 

- State is read-only. In REDUX nobody mutates the state but the state itself. The rest 

of your application informs that something has changed by emitting events (which 

are called actions) and the state decides if, when and how reacts to them. All 
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mutations are centralized and happen in a strict order, so you no longer have to 

worry about weird and hard to debug race conditions. 

 

REDUX relays on your data being immutable. Immutability is such an important concept 

nowadays that I think it’s important to stop for a moment and analyze what exactly means 

and why it’s so relevant 

 

Understanding Immutable Data 

 

As its name implies, immutable data is data that, once created, it can never change. The only 

way to “mutate” it is to replace it with new data. 

 

In Javascript, all the simple types (strings, numbers and booleans) are already immutable by 

design: 

 

var myString = "I am an immutable string"; 

var myNewString = myString.slice(8, 17); 

 

console.log(myString); //"I am an immutable string" 

console.log(myNewString); // "immutable" 

 

In the example, we are never mutating the initial string. The slice function, an every other 

method that works with strings, always return a brand new string. 

 

But, on the other side, Objects and Arrays are mutable: 

 

var myArray = [1,2,3]; 

myArray.push(4) 

 

console.log(myArray); // [1,2,3,4] 

 

We just mutated the myArray variable. 
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What is the problem with mutable data? 

 

One of the core features of every UI framework is data binding. You have your data stored 

in a Javascript object or array, and then map it somehow to your HTML templates. Then, 

your framework will magically keep them in sync: when you change the underlying data, 

your view gets updated for you. 

 

In order to do so, your framework must figure out when your data has changed, react to 

that change, and rerender the necessary parts of your view. Doing this mutation tracking in 

a performant way is one of the hardest challenges that every UI framework has to face. 

 

The first naive way that one may think to accomplish this could look as follows: 

 

var state = { isActive: false } 

var oldState = state; 

 

We have the initial state of our application and we store it in a “back-up” variable, so that 

when we want to check if the state has changed, we just have to compare the new state 

with the old one: 

 

state === oldState //true 

state.isActive = true; 

state === oldState //true 

 

Oops! Even though the state changed, the comparison with the old state keeps returning 

true. Why is so? The answer is reference equality. 

 

In Javascript, objects and arrays work by reference. This mean that when you assign an 

object to a variable, you are actually storing a reference to that object, not the object itself.  

Therefore, when we did oldState = state, we weren’t actually creating a “back-up” copy of 

our state; we just had to variables pointing to the exact same object.  
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The next obvious option to solve this problem, would be to actually create a copy of our 

state:  

 

var state = { isActive: false } 

var oldState = Object.assign({}, state);  

 

The problem now is the opposite: 

 

state === oldState //false 

 

Now state and oldState, point to two different objets. So  

 

var oldX = x; 

x = Object.assign({}, x,  {foo: 'bazz'}); 

x === oldX //false 

 

So, with immutable data is as simple as this: If a reference to an object has changed, then 

the object has changed. If not, then the object has not changed. Nice! 

 

In the example we are using ES6 Object.assign to create a new Object. There are more 

advanced libraries to deal with immutable collections like facebook’s immutable.js, 

seamless-immutable or mori. 
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Package Managers 

 

Package managers simplify installing and keeping up to date the project dependencies, 

which are all the libraries and third-party software that our project will use. It automates 

the process that used to be made by hand: browse the library website, download the right 

version, unpack the archives, maybe compile them, copy the right files to the project… and 

do it all over when a newer version of a package was required.  

Many programming languages have their standard package manager: Ruby has gem, Python 

has pip, PHP has composer… so let’s see which options we have in Javascript.  

Since we will be using Javascript both in the backend and the frontend, the first question 

that we need to answer is: do we need a different package manager for the frontend and 

backend dependencies? The answer used to be YES, but recently, and fortunately, is leaning 

towards NOT REALLY. 

 

 

 

NPM 

NPM is the default package manager for Node.js. It’s automatically bundled and installed 

with the Node environment since the 0.6.3 version. 
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Bower  

Bower has been the most popular so-called “package manager for the web” in the last 

years. It allows you to install and keep up to date javascript libraries, CSS files, fonts, 

images, client-side frameworks and other frontend dependencies from external sources 

which are GitHub repositories the 99% of the time. 

 

They both work in a quite similar fashion: they provide a command line tool which allows to 

search, install, remove or update the desired packages. When installing a new package (e.g 

by running ‘npm install koa’ or ‘bower install jquery’’) they automatically download the 

package along with all its dependencies, unpacks them and stores them in a common folder 

inside your project. They also create a .json file in the root of your project where all the 

dependencies (and the dependencies of your dependencies) are listed, specifying the 

version which is currently installed. 

This .json file is really useful because it gives a quick overview of everything that your 

project uses, but mainly, because it allows you to completely detach the third-party 

software from your source code. Now, you can upload your project to a git repository 

WITHOUT the dependencies, which is cleaner and faster, and when downloading it, just 

running ‘npm install’ or ‘bower install’ will get the dependencies back. 
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So, if they both seem to do the same, what is the difference? And why do we need (or used 

to need) to use them both?  

The first difference is the way bower and npm handle the dependency tree: 

 

- Bower: It doesn’t have nested dependencies. This means that when you install a 

package, its dependencies get installed alongside at the same level. If two packages 

try to install the same dependency, it will only get installed once and they will share 

it. This is great unless the two packages need different versions of the dependency, 

in this case, Bower makes the user pick the version that must be installed. This is 

often not a big deal when you are only dealing with a few resolutions, but the more 

dependencies you add, the more difficult it becomes to find versions that satisfy all 

of them.  

- NPM: it nests your dependencies. This means that when you install a package, its 

dependencies get installed in a folder inside it. This is great because you don’t need 

to worry about conflicting dependencies, but it does imply that you will get as many 

copies of a package as dependencies require it.  For the server-side this is not a big 

deal because disk space is hardly ever a problem, but for the client-side, where 

latency is critical, it’s just not possible to have, for example, four copies of the jQuery 

library loaded in the browser. This is one of the reasons why NPM wasn’t suitable for 

managing frontend dependencies. 

 

The second difference is deeper and it involves the whole approach you take when 

programming your application 

 

- Bower takes the “global resources” approach. Bower is about loading plain-old script 

files. You just include the files that Bower downloaded for you using the typical 

<script> tag in the <head> of you HTML, and everything defined in them is globally 

available from anywhere in the browser execution context. 
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- NPM is the package manager for Node, and in the Node ecosystem everything is 

structured as javascript modules: CommonJs modules, or more recently ES6 

modules.  

We’ll talk in the next section about what javascript modules are and why they 

are great. But, for now, we just need to understand that if we want to use 

NPM for managing client-side dependencies, we need to structure our code in 

modules as well, and there is a problem with that: browsers simply DOESN’T 

understand modules. 

 

Therefore, summarizing, NPM wasn’t suitable for the client-side because:  

- The packages in NPM are structure in CommonJS modules which are not understood 

by the browser. 

- The nested tree of dependencies makes the size of your project too large. 

- There were widely used client-side packages which simply didn’t exists in the NPM 

repository. 

 

So, how do we solve this?  

 

The large NPM community has taken care of making the last problem almost non-existent. 

Nowadays it is almost impossible to find a package which doesn’t have a version uploaded 

in the NPM repository. 

The first two points are more complex but are solved using two more tools: transpilers and 

module bundlers. They “translate” your code to a version of the language that can be 

understood by the browser and bundle all your dependencies together in a smart way so 

the size of it is not a problem. 

So, with NPM and with the help of transpilers and module bundlers, we can now have only 

one tool to manage all the dependencies in our project which really simplifies everything. 
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CSS Preprocessors 

 

CSS is the only language available to style our pages, so we not have much choice here. 

What we can choose, though, is the preprocessing library that we will use to write it. 

 

First of all, why do we need to CSS preprocessing? Preprocessors help writing reusable, 

maintainable and extensible CSS code.  

CSS is primitive and incomplete. It lacks many features that even the most basic languages 

have like functions, variables, conditionals, loops, basic math, modularization or inheritance. 

Without them, for bigger projects, maintenance of the CSS code becomes a huge problem. 
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LESS used to be the most popular Css pre-processor out there, but lately SaSS has taken 

over by storm, and it’s by far the best option since improve almost everything LESS had to 

offer. Let’s reviews it’s main features: 

 

- Variables : Sass allows you to define variables, so you don’t have to find and replace 

all across your CSS code when you want to change your base-color, font-size, 

font-family... 

- Nesting : With you can nest CSS rules giving you a visual hierarchy that child selectors 

lack in plain CSS, increasing the readability of your code.  

- Mixins : Mixins are just like functions that allow you to dynamically generated CSS 

code. For example, to generate the browser-specific rules for background gradients.  

- Color Operations : SaSS comes with a lot of built-in tools for working with colors: 

saturate, lighten, opacify, complement…. 

- Conditionals : You can create the typical if/else statements to conditionally apply 

rules to your html elements. 

- Loops : Loops are useful when iterating through an array or creating a series of styles 

as in grid widths. 

- Math : Sass lets you use standard arithmetics operations in your CSS codes 

- Imports : With imports you can separate your CSS code in small modules avoiding, 

this say, the common HUGE Css file that most projects used to have. 
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Backend 

 

Now let's turn to the server side. We need to make two main decisions when it comes to 

backend technologies: the language our backend code will be written with and the 

database we will use. 

 

Let's start with the backend language. 

 

 

 

PHP  is the first option that comes to mind because is by far the most popular options and 

the one we already have experience with. PHP is everywhere, more than a half of the 

internet is written with it, including huge websites like Wordpress, Wikipedia or even 

Facebook. 
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Since it's so popular, the community behind it is huge, therefore, it is very easy to find 

solutions to any problem you may encounter. And for the same reason it has a very deep 

code base, so it's really easy to find open source modules for any functionality you need. 

 

However, PHP is slowly but steadily losing its popularity. The main reason why PHP is so 

popular is because it was almost the only option available for a long time, but that does not 

mean that it's a good language. 

Everyday there are more and more trends of opinion pointing out all the weakness and bad 

design decision that the language has. Just to name a few: unpredictable behaviour in core 

functions, inconsistent naming conventions, complex error reporting, lack of a clear 

programming paradigm (a weird mixture of Object Oriented programing, procedural, 

functional...), performance issues... 

 

In addition, one of the main features PHP has to offer is the possibility to use it as an HTML 

template engine. But, in our case, we cannot take advantage of this feature because our 

template engine will be ReactJs, which resides on the client side.  

We are looking for a language to implement a Rest API which will return response in JSON 

format, not HTML templates.  

 

So, we've decided to try something else. 
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NodeJS  brings Javascript to the server side. It's more than a framework, it's an open source, 

cross-platform runtime environment built on Google Chrome's Javascript V8 Engine and 

mainly used for developing networking applications. Besides the runtime environment, also 

provides a rich library of various Javascript modules for simplifying the development of web 

applications. 

 

These are its main features: 

 

- Asynchronous and Event Driven. All APIs that NodeJS uses are non-blocking. This 

means that every I/O call that NodeJs makes (database queries, external url 

requests, disk access... ) will return instantly an start with the next one. Then, the 

event mechanism will take care of notifying when a previous called has finished so 

the response can be processed. 

 

- It's Very Fast, thanks to its asynchronous nature plus being built on Google Chrome's 

V8 JavaScript Engine. 

 

- Highly Scalable. NodeJs is single threaded and the event mechanism helps the server 

to respond in a non-blocking way and makes the server highly scalable as opposed to 

traditional servers, like Apache, which create limited threads to handle requests. 
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Moreover, Node has a huge advantage over PHP that really makes a difference in our case: 

it's Javascript. This means that we would use Javascript both in the Frontend and the 

Backend reducing the context switching while programming which always leads to errors. 

And more important, we'll have the option to share code between the two components. 

 

The only advantage that PHP would give us over Node is its bigger community and a more 

widespread use in production due to Node being a rather new technology, but Node has 

already got a pretty decent and very active community and, since it's Javascript, many of 

the problems we will encounter will be solved by the Javascript community, which is also 

huge. 

Moreover, there are already BIG companies already using Node in production like Netflix, 

PayPal, LinkedIn, Medium or Uber. 

 

So, Node will be our choice to build the API code. 

 

However, as we said, Node is a runtime environment plus a basic set of javascript tools, but 

it lacks other tools needed to build REST APIs (like routing).  

That's why we'll use a framework on top of it that adds these functionalities

 

Koa  is a minimalistic web framework which aims to be a smaller, more expressive, and more 

robust foundation for web applications and APIs. 
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Apart from having an ecosystem of middlewares with the most common REST API tools, 

KOA caught our attention because it tries to solve one of the most annoying javascript 

caveats: 'the callback hell'. 

The callback hell  is a consequence of, oddly enough, one of the main javascript features: 

asynchronicity. 

 

The most common pattern to deal with asynchronous code in javascript is to pass a callback 

function as the last parameter which will be executed once the asynchronous function has 

completed: 

 

asyncFunction(param1, param2, function(err, res) { 

... 

}) 

 

When you need the result of an asynchronous function to execute a new one, you have to 

execute the later inside the former's callback. The problem comes when you have multiple 

asynchronous functions which execution depends on the result of the previous one. The 

code starts to get messy really fast: 

 

getData(function(x){ 

    getMoreData(x, function(y){ 

        getMoreData(y, function(z){  

getMoreData(z, function(w){ 

getMoreData(w, function(r){  

            ... 

        }); 

    }); 

        }); 

    }); 

}); 

 

There are libraries, like asyncJs, that exclusively tackle this problem. But KOA solves it in a 

very elegant way taking advantage of one of the features that ES6 adds to Javascript: 

Generators. 
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Generators  are functions that can be stopped and resumed at any point using the yield 

command and the next method: 

 

function *getAllSquareNumbers() { 

    for (var i = 1; ; i++) { 

        // Every time we 'yield', this function's execution pauses until 

        // the generator is restarted by a call to 'next' (see below). 

        yield i * i; 

    } 

} 

 

var generator = getAllSquareNumbers(); 

console.log(generator.next().value); // Outputs '1' 

console.log(generator.next().value); // Outputs '4' 

 

Each time the next function is called, it returns an object like this: { value: ..., done: ... }, 

where value is the next thing to be yielded by the generator function, and done is a boolean 

that becomes true if the generator function has exited.  

Koa takes this idea to write clean async code: 

 

app.use(function *() { 

    // Here is the important bit of application logic for this example. 

    // We make use of a series of async operations without callbacks. 

  

    var city = yield geolocation.getCityAsync(this.req.ip); 

    var forecast = yield weather.getForecastAsync(city); 

  

    this.body = 'Today, ' + city + ' will be ' + forecast.temperature + ' degrees.'; 

}); 

 

With Koa you write your logic inside generator functions which can yield async functions as 

if they were sync. Koa takes care of calling the next method when your async function has 

completed. So, no more callbacks. 

 

This is also great for error handling, since this way async functions can throw errors which 

can be caught with the usual try and catch expressions. 
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Database 

 

 

 

When choosing what kind of database to use it's important to know what kind of data your 

applications deals with, how it relates to each other and how you will access (which queries) 

to it. Then you can decide if you go with a classical relational database (SQL) or the new 

trending non-relational (NoSQL) databases. 

 

Let's explore when it makes sense to use one over the other. 

 

- NoSQL works well with unstructured data, the data is usually stored in JSON format 

or key-value pairs that don't require defining a schema up front, so adding or 

removing fields is really easy and storing documents with different structure doesn't 

fill the database with null values. 

- NoSQL doesn't support JOINs between tables, this implies that it favours a 

denormalized schema where the relations are usually embedded inside each 

document (this is possible thanks to the JSON formatted documents). This has two 

important implications: 

- Since reads are only from one table at a time, they are really fast. 

- Denormalizing implies duplicating data in different tables. This raises the 

complexity of updates and deletes which now require application code to 

maintain data consistency. 
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- SQL has a lot more query power than NoSQL. With NoSQL databases you design your 

database structure with the type of queries you will need in mind. The problem is 

that if your requirements change in the future you may need to change all your 

database design. 

 

So, taking all of this into account we think we are better off using a classical SQL database 

since the benefits of NoSQL are not of much use to us. 

Out data model is very simple and structured. And with only three tables the JOINS 

between them should never be too expensive. Therefore, the performance benefits that 

NoSQL would give us wouldn't compensate for all the complexity in the application code 

that a NoSQL database would require. 

 

 

Another benefit of using a SQL database is that we get to use an ORM like BookshelfJS . An 

ORM is a programming technique that converts data between incompatible type systems, in 

this case, converts SQL to Javascript and vice versa.  

Bookshelf gives us two main and very useful features: 

 

- Query Builder. A handful of utilities to built up to the most complex SQL query just 

by writing Javascript. 

 

- Models. A mapping from a SQL table to a Javascript object which allows to define 

the relations between them (one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many...). Then, when 

querying a model you can ask bookshelf to populate it with the relations you want, 

so you can forget about dealing with complicated joins and intermediate tables. 
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Version Control 

 

 

 

Before start coding we need to set up a version control strategy, so we can keep track of all 

the changes that we make to the project and go back to previous version if needed. Also, 

using GIT  allows us to upload our project to a cloud repository like Bitbucket, having this 

way a remote backup copy of our project. 

GIT lets you to create “branches” of your code and merge them when needed. This allows 

you, for example, to have a branch with the deployed version in production while you keep 

developing new features in another branch. If a bug shows up in production, you just switch 

to the production branch, fix the bug, and go back to the development branch. 
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There are many possible branching strategies, GIT FLOW being the most popular. It looks 

like this: 

 

 

 

 

We will use a simplified version of this GIT Flow strategy. Basically developing the new 

features in the “develop” branch amb merging them to the “master” branch when they are 

ready to be released to production.  

If a bug shows up in production, we will create a hotfix branch from the master branch. 

Solve the bug, and merge it back both to master and develop. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Application State 

 

As we said, we will follow the FLUX pattern and use the Redux library as a state container to 

help us with that. A good practice before starting to type any code is to define how our 

state will look like. But before, we need to know what exactly what frontend  state means 

and why it’s so important. 

 

What is State? 

 

The state of a web application is the whole set of dynamic data needed to render the page 

at a given point of time. It includes everything that can change overtime: the logged in user, 

the state of server responses, pagination, cached information, data created locally by the 

user but not yet persisted to the server, the current route, all the UI state: the expanded / 

collapsed items, the orders and filters of a list, the scroll position, the active menu option, 

selected tabs…  

As we can see, most of the state is created by user interactions, so the more interactive a 

website is, the more state we will have to manage.  

Keeping control of ever-changing state is hard. As the application grows, relations between 

different parts of the state start to show up, and one little change somewhere may 

propagate changes somewhere else. It’s easy to reach a point where you no longer know 

what is happening in the application, and this makes it difficult to debug, unpredictable and 

harder to maintain and scale. 

 

Let’s put a simple example to show what we mean with that.  

 

Imagine  that a user clicks the follow button of a list. Looks like a simple action, but let’s 

take a look at some of the implications it can have: 
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- The user may not be logged in, so we have to show up the login form if he isn’t. 

- We have to hide the follow button for that list. 

- We have to show the unfollow button for that list. 

- We will have a counter that shows the number of followers of that list that must be 

updated. 

- We will have a counter that shows the number of followers of that user, that may or 

maynot be updated. 

- We could even have a counter that shows the number of lists the current user is 

following which should also be updated 

- We might have the lists sorted by the number of followers, and that new follow 

could have changed that order. 

- A new follower requires a server request to persist the information. We have to keep 

track of that too. Maybe we want to show a loading spinner while the request is 

going on, or maybe we optimistically updated all the state just after the user clicked, 

and we have to roll it back in case the request fails. 

- ... 

 

As you can see, keeping track of everything can be really hard. That’s why it is really 

important that we give “state” the consideration it deserves, and develop a system that 

makes managing it as simple and as predictable as possible.  

 

Here is where REDUX can help us. As we said in the tech review, in Redux we keep all our 

state in one single javascript object. Which, in our case will look like this: 

 

{ 

entities: { 

users: { 

"cuttlas" : { 

id: 1, 

nick: "cuttlas", 

email: "dani@gmail.com", 

name: "Dani"  

... 

mailto:dani@gmail.com
mailto:dani@gmail.com
mailto:dani@gmail.com
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} 

}, 

lists: { 

"cuttlas/javascripttutorials": { 

id: 2, 

name: "Javascript Tutorials", 

description: "lbalblab" 

... 

} 

}, 

logs: { 

"1234: { 

name: "Redux is awesome", 

description: "blablabla", 

link: "www.redux.com", 

thumbnail: "redux.jpg", 

list: 31231 

... 

} 

} 

}, 

errors: { 

login: ["the password is too short"], 

singup: [""] 

}, 

loggedUser: { 

id: 1, 

lists: [1, 4, 5, 3, 5, 2] 

}, 

currentUser: { 

id: '1234', 

lists: [1, 4, 5, 3, 5, 2] 

}, 

menu: { 

isFetching: true, 

user: 1234, 

lists: [ 

{id: 1234, active: true, edit: true}, 

{id: 1235, active: false, edit: false, followed: true} 

http://www.redux.com/
http://www.redux.com/
http://www.redux.com/
http://www.redux.com/
http://www.redux.com/
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         ] 

}, 

feed: { 

isFetching: true, 

page: 3, 

logs: [ 

{id: 1234, expanded: false}, 

{id: 12532, expanded: true, hover: true} 

] 

}, 

currentList: { 

  isFetching: true, 

logs: [ 

{id: 1234, expanded: false}, 

{id: 12532, expanded: true, hover: true} 

], 

filter: { 

"value": "Re" 

}, 

order: { 

type: 'custom', 

direction: 'asc' 

}, 

page: 3 

expanded: true 

} 

} 
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Component Structure 

 

When working with ReactJS the “only” thing you do is write reusable components. A 

component is a ES6 class which has a render method that returns the HTML markup (using 

the JSX syntax that we explained before) that the browser will Render.  A component can 

render HTML itself or render other React components that will do it. So, the entire 

application it’s just a component tree. 

A good practice, before writing any code, is to take your UI mockups and divide them into 

components. 

We will separate our components in three types: Containers, Pages and UI components. It’s 

just a “logical” separation to help us better organize and understand our code, but they are 

all plain normal react components.  

 

- The Container  components are the ones on top. They define the layout of the page 

and are also responsible for fetching basic data needed everywhere in the 

application, like the information of the logged user. 

 

- The Page  components are the ones responsible for fetching the data needed for 

every specific page of the application and send them down to the UI Components 

that this page has. They also end up making the requests to the server generated by 

user interaction in the components below. 

 

- The UI Components  are also called Dumb components, because they only do two 

things: render HTML using the data given to them by the components above and 

notifying the components above when there has been user interaction.  

Since this components don’t know anything about the rest of the application, they 

are easy reusable in multiple pages. 
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So, let’s take our main page, and try to break it down into components: 

 

For convenience, not every component that will be used is shown in the image but it does 

exemplify the idea. The main goal of this exercise is to identify the main parts of your 

application, and those parts of the UI which are common throughout and can be 

encapsulated in reusable components. 

In our case, for example, the Feed Page, the List Page and the Profile Page share the same 

main content: a List of Logs. Even though the data on those pages is different, we can 
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create a List UI component which will receive an array of Logs from above and list them 

without being aware on which page it belong to. 

 

 

Authentication 

 

Use Case: SignIn 

 

Let’s finally start implementing features.  

 

 

The first page the user will see when navigating to www.listlogs.com  will be a Landing Page 

where he will be able to create an account or log in to the application if he already has one. 

http://www.listlogs.com/
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For now, the Authentication implementation will be very simple: it just asks for a email, 

password and email without requiring email validation. If both the nickname and the email 

are available, the account is created and the user is redirected to the Feed Page. If not, an 

error is shown 

 

 

 

Being the first feature that we implement, we will use it to create and explain the basic 

boilerplate for the rest of the application. We will now explain the most relevant pieces of 

code that we have to implement with detail. 

 

The first step is to create the landing route in the router file using the React Router library.  

With React Router you define a Route using a xml-like syntax, basically matching a path with 

the React Component that has to be rendered when the user navigates to it: 

 

      <Router  history = {history}> 

        <Route  component = {Containers.App}> 

          <Route  component = {Containers.LandingLayout}> 

            <Route  path = "signUp"  component = {Pages.Landing}  /> 

            ... 

          </Route> 
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          <Route  component = {Containers.AppLayout}> 

            ... 

          </Route> 

       </Router> 

 

With React Router you can create a route hierarchy allowing to group routes inside a parent 

route which can be responsible to define a common layout or to fetch data needed in all the 

child routes. 

We will have three container components:  

 

- The App  container that will wrap everything and will be responsible for fetching and 

saving the data of the logged user. 

 

- The LandingLayout container that will wrap the signUp and LogIn routes and will be 

responsible for creating the landing page markup that is common for both routes. 

 

- The AppLayout container that will wrap the rest of the routes and will be 

responsible for creating the markup and fetching the data needed to create the 

main layout of the application with the menu on the left. 

 

This is, for example, how the LandingLayout component will look like: 

 

export  default  class  LandingLayout  extends  React. Component { 
  render ()  { 
    return  ( 
      <div  className = "landing-layout"> 
        <div  className = "left"> 
          <div  className = "listlogs-main"> 
            <div  className = "listlogs-logo" ></div> 
            <a  className = "listlogs-title" > listlogs </a> 
          </div> 
          <div  className = "slogan"> 
            { messages . LANDING_SLOGAN} 
          </div> 
          <Components.Footer/> 
        </div> 
        <div  className = "right"> 

          { this . props . children} 
        </div> 
      </div> 
    ); 
  } 
} 
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As we said, a React Component is just a ES6 class that extends the React.Component class 

and defines a render method that returns the markup to render. Every Component has the 

variable props in its context (the this object) which contains all the parameters passed by 

its parent component.  

In this case, React Router injects in the children  prop of the container the component of 

the active route, so the container can decide in which part of the layout it has to be 

included. 

 

Now let’s create the SignUp page itself: 

 

class  SignUp  extends  React . Component  { 
  onSubmit ( params )  { 
    this . props . dispatch ( signup ({... params ,  redirect :  true })); 
  } 
  toLogin ()  { 
    history . replaceState ( null ,  '/login' ); 
  } 
  render ()  { 
    return  ( 
          <Components.SignUp errors={this.props.errors} 
                             toLogin ={ this . props . toLogin ||  this . toLogin} 
                             onSubmit ={ this . onSubmit . bind ( this )}/> 

); 
  } 
} 
 
SignUp . propTypes =  { 
  dispatch :  React . PropTypes . func, 
  errors :  React . PropTypes . array, 
  toLogin :  React . PropTypes . func, 
}; 
 
function  mapStateToProps ( state )  { 
  return  { 
    errors :  state . errors . signup, 
  }; 
} 
 
export  default  connect ( mapStateToProps )( SignUp ); 
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As everything, the SignUp Page is also a React Component, but it has a few thing worth 

pointing out: 

 

- It’s a “connected component”. This means that it’s a component that directly 

interacts with the Redux state. It works like this: 

 

- It implements a function called mapStateToProps which gets as a parameter 

the whole current state of the application (the huge object that we defined 

before) and returns the part of the state that the component cares about. 

This data is then available in the props object of the component. 

 

- Every Time the state changes, Redux calls the mapStateToProps function of 

all 

connected components in the application, and if the return value is different 

than it was before the change, the component gets re rendered. 

 

- Redux also injects in the props object a function called "dispatch" which the 

component can used to call "actions". As we will see, dispatching actions is 

the only way to modify the state of the application. 

 

- It renders a UI SignUp Component that will be the one responsible for rendering the 

actual web form. We are not rendering the form directly in the SignUp page because 

this way we can reuse the UI Component in other parts of the application.  
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This is how the UI SignUp Component looks like: 

 

export  default  class  SignUp  extends  React . Component { 

  onSubmit ( event )  { 

    event . preventDefault (); 

    this . props . onSubmit ({ 

      nick :  this . nickInput . value , 

      email :  this . emailInput . value , 

      password :  this . passInput . value , 

    }); 

  } 

  render ()  { 

    return  ( 

< div className = "signup-form" > 

<a> Sign  up !</ a > 

< form onSubmit ={ this . onSubmit . bind ( this )}> 

< input ref ={( input )  =>  this . nickInput =  input} 

              className = "nickname" 

               type = "text" 

               name = "nickname" ></ input > 

< input ref ={( input )  =>  this . passInput =  input } 

                 className = "password" 

                 type = "password" 

                 name = "password" ></ input> 

< input ref ={( input )  =>  this . emailInput =  input } 

                 className = "email" 

                 type = "text" 

                 name = "email" ></ input> 

< button type = "submit" >{ messages . SIGNUP }</ button > 

   </ form > 

</ div > 

        ); 

     } 
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} 

 

The only thing it does is render the form and send the data to the component above (by the 

onSubmit function it receives via props) when the user submits the form.  

So, when the user inputs data, the UI SignUp component sends it to the onSubmit method 

of the SignUp Page which is the one who dispatches the signUp action. 

 

A Redux action  is a payload of information that sends data from the application to the 

application state. It's a plain javascript object that must have a "type" property plus optional 

extra information you want to send to the state, for example: 

 

{ 

  type :  'LOGIN_SUCCESS', 

  user :  { 

    name :  'Dani', 

    email :  'dani@gmail.com', 

    description :  'frontend developer' 

  } 

} 

 

The problem is that actions are synchronous, and most of the user interaction will require 

asynchronous behaviour (aka requests to the server) to be completed. 

To solve this, we need to use Redux Middleware. Middleware provides a third-party 

extension point between dispatching an action, and the moment it reaches the state. 

People use Redux middleware for logging, crash reporting, talking to an asynchronous API, 

routing, and more. 

In our case we will use the middleware redux-thunk, that extends Redux allowing to 

dispatch functions in addition to plain actions. 

 

So this is our signUp action: 

 

export  function  signup ( params )  { 

  return  ( dispatch )  =>  { 

    const  validationError =  signupValidate ( params ); 

    if  ( validationError )  return  dispatch ( signupFailed ( validationError )); 
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    return  request ({ 

      url :  'signup', 

      method :  'POST', 

      body :  params, 

    }) 

    . then ( user =>  { 

      user . token =  btoa ( `${user.nick}:${params.password}` ); 

      dispatch ( loginSuccess ( user )); 

      dispatch ( fetchData ( user . nick )); 

 

      storage . set ({ 

        key :  'user', 

        value :  user, 

        persist :  false, 

      }); 

 

      const  route =  location . pathname; 

      if  ( route ===  '/signup'  ||  route ===  '/landing' )  { 

        history . replaceState ( null ,  '/' ); 

      } 

    }, 

    errors =>  dispatch ( signupFailed ( errors ))); 

  }; 

} 

 

In the actions is where most of the application logic resides. Before doing the server 

request we will do some input validation which we have isolated in a module that looks like 

this: 

 

 

function  isEmail ( email )  { 

  return  /^\w+([\.-]?\w+)*@\w+([\.-]?\w+)*(\.\w{2,3})+$/ 

  . test ( email ); 

} 

 

function  isAlphaNumeric ( text )  { 

  return  /^\w+$/ . test ( text ); 

} 
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function  isTitle ( text )  { 

  return  /^[\w-'\s]+$/ . test ( text ); 

} 

 

const  blacklist =  [ 'login' ,  'signup' ,  'landing' ,  'blog', 

                   'about' ,  'help' ,  'error' ,  'discover' ,  'settings' ]; 

 

exports . signup =  function  signup ( params )  { 

  const  nick =  params . nick; 

  const  email =  params . email; 

  const  password =  params . password; 

  const  errors =  []; 

 

  if  ( nick . length <  3  ||  nick . length >  24 )  { 

    errors . push ( 'The nick must be between 3 and 24 characters long.' ); 

  } 

 

  if  (! isAlphaNumeric ( nick ))  { 

    errors . push ( 'The nick must only contain numbers and letters.' ); 

  } 

 

  if  ( blacklist . indexOf ( nick )  !==  -1 )  { 

    errors . push ( 'The nick already exists.' ); 

  } 

 

  if  (! isEmail ( email ))  { 

    errors . push ( 'The email address is invalid.' ); 

  } 

 

  if  ( password . length <  8 )  { 

    errors . push ( 'The password must be at least 8 characters long.' ); 

  } 

 

  return  errors . length ?  errors :  false; 

}; 
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We are checking the length of the nickname and password, the validity of the email, making 

sure that the nickname does not have weird characters and we also have a blacklist of 

nicknames that cannot be used because they would conflict with URLs of our application. Of 

course, the availability check for both the nickname and the email will be done server side. 

 

 

Making the input validations in the client side is just to improve the user experience since 

the user will get immediate feedback and will not have to wait for the server response to 

see the error message but, it's not really safe because the front end validations can be 

easily skipped. So, the same validations must be run again server side. 

The great thing about having the frontend and the backend written in the same language is 

that we can now reuse the same exact module to run the same validations again in the 

backend. 

 

Once the validations are passed, we can now do the request to the server. For all the AJAX 

requests  we will use the isomorphic-fetch library which we will wrapped in a module: 

 

export  default  function  request ( params )  { 

  const  user =  storage . get ( 'user' ); 

  const  headers =  { 

    'Content-Type' :  'application/json', 

  }; 

  if  ( user )  { 

    headers . Authorization  =  `Basic ${user.token}`; 

  } 

  return  fetch ( `http://${config.apiUrl}/${params.url}` ,  { 

    method :  params . method ||  'GET', 

    body :  JSON . stringify ( params . body ), 

    headers :  headers, 

  }) 

   . then ( res =>  { 

     if  ( res . status >=  400 )  { 

       return  res . json (). then ( err =>  Promise . reject( err. errors )); 

     } 

     const  totalHeader =  res . headers . get ( 'X-Total'); 

     const  total =  totalHeader &&  parseInt ( totalHeader , 10 ); 
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     if  ( total !==  null )  return  res . json (). then ( data =>  ({ data ,  total })); 

     return  res . json (); 

   }); 

} 

 

The point of wrapping it is to add to every request the HTTP Authorization header with the 

encoded username and password of the logged user, as well as, dynamically generating the 

URL depending on the environment the application is being run in. 

 

Once the request is completed and the server returns, it's time to dispatch a synch action to 

actually update the state with the new user's data. 

 

{ 

  type :  'LOGIN_SUCCESS', 

  user :  { 

    name :  'Dani', 

    email :  'dani@gmail.com', 

    description :  'frontend developer' 

  } 

} 

 

Now it's time to define how exactly we want the state to be updated and this is done 

writing Redux Reducers . 

 

A reducer is a function that is in charge of managing a part of the state. Every time an action 

is dispatched, every reducer is executed with the current state and the new action as 

parameters. 

Its job is to check the type of the action, apply the necessary changes (if any) to the data it 

manages and return the new state (or the previous state, if the action didn't change it). 

 

This is the reducer for the logged user: 

 

export  default  function  loggedUser ( state =  {},  action )  { 

  switch  ( action . type )  { 

    case  'LOGIN_SUCCESS' :  return  Object . assign ({},  action .user ); 
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    case  'LOGIN_FAILED' :  return  {}; 

    case  'LOGOUT' :  return  {}; 

    default :  return  state; 

  } 

} 

 

The idea is pretty simple: when the user logs in (or signs in) the user is stored in the state, if 

the login fails or the user logs out, the user is removed from the state. The rest of actions 

don't apply to this part of the state, so the previous state is return. 

 

Once the user is saved in the state we have two thing left to do: save the user to the 

browser's storage and redirect him to the main page. 

 

HTML5 Web Storage 

 

Web Storage is like a tiny database which resides in the user's browser and can be used for 

web applications to store data locally. Before Web Storage existence this data had to be 

stored in cookies which were included in every request and so they were less safe and had 

smaller storage capacity. 

 

There are two types of web storage:  

 

- Session Storage : It stores data only for the user's session duration, so when the user 

closes the tab / window he is in, it gets emptied. 

- Local Storage : It’s persistent. It stores data permanently even if the user closes the 

browser. 

 

We will use both Session and Local Storage to store the logged in user's data.  

The Session Storage will allow us to maintain user's session during a browser session so the 

user will not have to log in again if he refreshes the page or opens a new tab. 

With the Local Storage we can implement a "Remember me" feature since it's persistent 

even if the browser is closed. 
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Javascript has a simple API to work with the Web Storage which, as we did for the fetch 

library, we will wrap in our own storage module: 

 

export  function  set ( params )  { 

  const  value =  JSON . stringify ( params . value ); 

  if  ( params . persist )  { 

    localStorage . setItem ( params . key ,  value ); 

  }  else  { 

    sessionStorage . setItem ( params . key ,  value ); 

  } 

} 

 

export  function  get ( key )  { 

  const  value =  localStorage . getItem ( key )  ||  sessionStorage .getItem ( key ); 

  return  JSON . parse ( value ); 

} 

 

export  function  remove ( key )  { 

  localStorage . removeItem ( key ); 

  sessionStorage . removeItem ( key ); 

} 

 

export  function  storageBetweenTabs ()  { 

  if  (! sessionStorage . length )  { 

    // Ask other tabs for session storage 

    localStorage . setItem ( 'getSessionStorage' ,  Date . now ()); 

  } 

 

  window . addEventListener ( 'storage' ,  ( event )  =>  { 

    // console.log('storage event', event); 

    if  ( event . key ===  'getSessionStorage' )  { 

      // Some tab asked for the sessionStorage -> send it 

 

      localStorage . setItem ( 'sessionStorage' ,  JSON . stringify ( sessionStorage )); 

      localStorage . removeItem ( 'sessionStorage' ); 
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    }  else  if  ( event . key ===  'sessionStorage'  &&  !sessionStorage .length )  { 

      // sessionStorage is empty -> fill it 

 

      const  data =  JSON . parse ( event . newValue ); 

 

      sessionStorage . setItem ( 'user' ,  data . user ); 

 

      const  user =  JSON . parse ( data . user ); 

 

      store . dispatch ( loginSuccess ( user )); 

      store . dispatch ( fetchData ( user . nick )); 

    } 

  }); 

} 

 

Apart from the basic getters/setters methods the interesting one here is the 

storageBetweenTabs method which makes use of the Web Storage event system to 

maintain the storage in sync between multiple browser tabs: when the tab is open it 

triggers an event requesting the storage from the other potentially open tabs. If there is 

any, this tab will receive the event and trigger back another event which will contain its 

storage data. 

 

Once the user is saved into the web storage, we then redirect the user to the main page of 

the application using the Browser History API which is built in the browser. Note that we are 

only redirecting the user if he signs in / logs in from the signIn / landing Page. As we will see, 

the user will have the option of navigating the web without being authenticated and have 

the option of logging in through a modal window. 
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And that’s it for the client side, now let’s take a look at the server side. 

 

Our API, written in Koa.JS, will have an entry point where all the server requests will go 

through which looks like this:  

 

... 

router . post ( '/login' ,  authRoutes . login ); 

router . post ( '/signup' ,  authRoutes . register ); 

 

router . post ( '/lists' ,  auth (),  listsRoutes . post ); 

... 

app . use ( cors ({ 

  expose :  [ 'X-Total' ], 

})); 

 

app . use ( function  *  errorHandler ( next )  { 

  try  { 

    this . errors =  []; 

    yield  next; 

    if  ( this . errors . length )  { 

      this . status =  this . status ||  400; 

      this . body =  {  errors :  this . errors }; 

    }  else  { 

      this . status =  this . status ||  200; 

    } 

  }  catch  ( err )  { 

    this . status =  err &&  err . status ||  500; 

    console . log ( err ); 

    this . body =  { errors :  [ 'Internal Server Error' ]}; 

  } 

}); 

 

app . use ( router . routes ()); 

app . listen ( config . port ); 
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process . on ( 'uncaughtException' ,  ( err )  =>  { 

  console . log ( `Caught exception: ${err}` ); 

}); 

 

Koa works by sending the request flow through middleware in a stack-like manner allowing 

you to perform actions downstream then filter and manipulate the response upstream. So, 

a middleware is just a function with a specific role (error handling, validation, header 

parsing, authorizations checks… ) that processes the request in some way, sends it to the 

next middleware and processes the response back upstream. In Koa, you can define 

middlewares using the app.use method which receives a context object with common data 

for all the middlewares (like the request body params and headers) and a next function that 

must be called to execute the next middleware when the job of the current middleware is 

done. 

As you can see in the code we will have three main middlewares: 

- And error handler that will catch all the exceptions that the API can throw and return 

the proper response http code for each one. 

- A CORS middleware that will add the necessary CORS headers for the request to 

work. For security reason, by default, a web application can only make AJAX 

requests to ask for resources in its same domain. So, if you have mywebsite.com you 

can only make AJAX requests like mywebiste.com/:myresource.  In our case, though, 

our API is totally independent from our frontend and they both reside in different 

domains, so the connection between each other is blocked by default. To solve this 

we have to use CORS which stands for Cross-origin resource sharing, and it’s 

basically a way that the API has, by adding a few http headers, to allow access to 

requests made from external domains, like the user’s browser.  

- The actual handler for the specific request. We will use the koa-router library to 

match the http requests to its middleware. Koa-router also allows to declare a 

specific middleware-chain for each route. This comes in handy for us, because, as we 

will see, we will have endpoints that only logged user will have access whereas 

others will be opened to everyone, so the middleware that checks the user 

authentication will only be used in the formers. 
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This is the route handle for the signUp endpoint: 

 

*  register ()  { 

    const  nick =  this . request . body . nick &&  this . request . body . nick . toLowerCase (); 

    const  email =  this . request . body . email; 

    const  password =  this . request . body . password; 

 

    const  validationError =  validate . signup ({ nick , email,  password }); 

    if  ( validationError )  { 

      this . errors =  this . errors . concat ( validationError ); 

      return; 

    } 

 

    try  { 

      const  user =  yield  users . add ({ 

        nick ,  email ,  password, 

      }); 

      delete  user . password; 

      this . body =  user; 

    }  catch  ( error )  { 

      /* Parse the ER_DUP_ENTRY mysql error message 

         to get  the field that violates the constraint */ 

      const  column =  error . message 

                    . slice ( error . message . lastIndexOf ( ' ' ) +  1) 

                    . replace ( /'/ g ,  '' ); 

      this . errors . push ( `The ${column} already exists` ); 

    } 

  } 

 

The handle methods itself are really dumb: they will be in charge of validating the user 

input (using the same validator that we used client side), doing some easy input and 

response parsing (like lowercasing the nickname or preventing the user password to be 
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returned in the response) and generating the proper http codes and error messages for the 

response. The interaction with the database is left to the methods and models.  

Models are actually bookshelfjs models. Each model maps an actual database table and 

defines their relations with other models (foreign keys in the database) so will have a model 

for our three database tables: User, List and Log. 

This is the user model: 

 

const  bookshelf =  require ( '../bookshelf' ); 

 

const  User  =  bookshelf . Model . extend ({ 

  tableName :  'users', 

  hasTimestamps :  [ 'createdAt' ,  'updatedAt' ], 

 

  lists ()  { 

    return  this . hasMany ( 'List' ); 

  }, 

 

  logs ()  { 

    return  this . hasMany ( 'Log' ); 

  }, 

 

  follows ()  { 

    return  this . belongsToMany ( 'User' ,  'follows' ,  'follower_id' ,  'followed_id' ); 

  }, 

 

  followers ()  { 

    return  this . belongsToMany ( 'User' ,  'follows' ,  'followed_id' ,  'follower_id' ); 

  }, 

 

  followsList ()  { 

    return  this . belongsToMany ( 'List' ,  'followslist' ); 

  }, 

}); 

 

module.exports = bookshelf.model('User', User); 
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As we said, a model is a mapping of a database table with its relations. You can define every 

possible type of relation: hasOne, hasMany, belongsToOne, belongsToMany…   Also, 

bookshelf takes care of updating the timestamps of each record when it’s created or 

updated. 

 

Now let’s take a look at an extract of code of two user’s methods, so we can see how the 

models are used and how we can use the query builder that bookshelf has to query the 

database: 

 

  *  add ( params )  { 

    const  salt =  yield  bcrypt . genSalt ( 10 ); 

    params . password =  yield  bcrypt . hash ( params .password ,  salt); 

 

    return  yield  new  User ( params) 

    . save () 

    . then ( user =>  user . toJSON ()); 

  }, 

 

  *  get ( params )  { 

    const  query =  new  User (); 

    if  ( params . nick )  query . where ( 'nick' ,  params . nick); 

 

    return  query . fetchAll ({ withRelated: 

      [ 'lists' ,  'logs' ,  'follows' ,  'followers' ], 

      { 'followers' :  ( q )  =>  q . where ({ id :  userId })} 

    }) 

    . then ( users =>  users . toJSON ()); 

  } 

 

It couldn’t be simpler. To create a record, we just need to create a new User Model passing 

an object with its fields (nickname, email and password) and call the save method. 

To fetch records, we need to create and empty Model that we will use as a query builder. 

Bookshelf uses the knex query builder which has many methods to create the most complex 

queries: where, whereIn, joins, orders, having, unions, distincts, counts….  so we can create 

the most complex SQL queries just by writing javascript. 
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When the query is ready, we have to call the fetch / fetchAll method of the model to 

actually run it. The great thing here is that we can pass an array of relations (the ones we 

defined in the model definition) and bookshelf will return all the records that match the 

criteria of the query along with the relations we want. So, in one line of code, we can get 

the users with all of their lists, logs, users they follow, lists they follow…  

 

Feed Page 

 

When the user logs or signs in he gets redirected to the Feed Page.  The Feed Page is where 

the user can see the last logs added by the users he follows, and initially looks like this: 

 

 

 

Of course, when a user signs in for the first time he will not be following anybody and his 

feed will be empty. Therefore, we will show an information message plus a list of suggested 

users to follow, so he can start following somebody right away. 

The list is called “Who to Follow” and it contains the most “interesting” users so far. In 

particular, we will use this simple formula to sort them:  

 

number of logs * 0.2 + number of lists * 0.4 + number of followers * 0.4 
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When the user clicks to the follow button of one of them, the clicked user gets removed 

from the “who to follow” list, a new user is added and the feed is automatically reloaded 

with the logs of the followed user: 

 

 

Let’s go through some of the most relevant pieces of code to implement this feature that 

will highlight some React features that we didn’t need in the Sign Up implementation. 

 

This is a simplified version of the Feed Page Component 

 

class  Feed  extends  React . Component  { 

  componentWillMount ()  { 

   this . props . dispatch ( getFeed ({ page :  1 })); 

  } 

  render ()  { 

    return  ( 

<div  className = "feed"> 

        <Components.WhoToFollow/> 

        {  this . props . logs . length !==  0  ? 
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          <Components.Content 

            logs ={ this . props . logs }/> 

          : 

          ! this . props . isFetching &&  < div className = "welcome"> 

            <h1> {messages.WELCOME} </h1> 

            <p> {messages.FEED_TEMPORAL} </p> 

            <p> {messages.IDEAS} </p> 

          </div> 

        } 

</div> 

); 

  } 

} 

 

function  mapStateToProps ( state )  { 

  return  { 

    logs :  state . feed . logs . map ( log =>  { 

      return  state . entities . logs [ log . id ]; 

    }), 

    whotofollow :  state . follow . users, 

  }; 

} 

 

Here we are using two React Hooks: componentWillMount and componentWillUpdate. 

 

Every React Component has a few methods the are automatically called in different stages 

of a component lifecycle, these methods are called hooks and by default they do nothing, 

but you can redefine them to run some of your application login. These hooks are the 

perfect place to dispatch actions that will fetch data from the server that the current 

component needs. This is the the lifecycle of a React Component: 
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As you can see the hooks are called in the first render and whether the props or the state 

change. Except for the componentWillUnmont hook, which is called when the component is 

removed from the page. 

 

For the Feed Page, we will use the hooks to dispatch the action that will fetch the logs that 

form the feed. The thing to be aware of is that we cannot dispatch the action until we have 

the logged user stored in the state (since we need his id to make the request to the server), 

and this creates a problem: if the feed is the first page that the user navigates to, when the 

component is first rendered (and so, the componentWillMount hook is called) we still not 

have the user in the state, since the action that loads it from the storage has not yet been 

dispatched.  

To solve this, we also have to dispatch the action in the componentWillUpdate hook, which 

will be called after the dispatch of the action that loads the user to the state, because the 

loggedUser is a prop of the Feed Page component, and this hook is called when the props 

changed. 
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This is a recurrent pattern to we aware of when programming with React: in the first render 

of a component you may or maynot have the data you need to dispatch the actions you 

want, so you have to replicate the logic in other hooks. 

 

Pagination 

 

The Feed Page brings up another problem: a user may follow a lot of users who may create 

a lot of lists and logs, so the Feed Page may contain many many logs. This makes impossible 

to load them all at once. 

To solve this we will implement an infinite scrolling type of pagination like Facebook or 

Twitter feeds. So basically, we will load only a limited number of logs at the first render and 

when the user scrolls down, we will make a request to the server to get the next “page”. 

To implement this, we will need a way to detect when the user has reached a certain point 

of the page while scrolling. Luckily, there’s already a react library to help us for that called 

react-infinite-scrolling. 

It basically provides a React Component which wraps your list of scrollable items, and calls 

the method you provide to it when the user has scrolled enough with the page number you 

are right now. You must use this method to dispatch the action that will fetch the new page 

from the server. 

This is part of the render function of the Component that renders a lists of logs: 

 

        <InfiniteScroll 

            pageStart ={ 1} 

            loadMore ={ this . props . loadMore} 

            hasMore ={! this . props . allLoaded} 

            loader ={< div className = "loader" > Loading  ...</ div >}> 

{ this . props . logs . map (log => 

<div  key = {log.id}  className = "list-item"> 

<Components.Log 

              log ={ log} 

              viewmode ={ 'logs' }/> 

</div> 

) 

        } 

       </InfiniteScroll> 
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As you can see, we pass the method to be called when the user scrolls, plus a boolean to 

indicate if the list has more logs to be loaded or not so it will not call the loadMore method 

anymore. Also, you can pass a HTML-template that will be shown while the new page is 

being loaded (we will simply show a “Loading…” message). 

 

API Pagination 

 

This is it for the frontend, but of course we also need to implement pagination in the API. 

We’ll take advantage to explain how we will pass parameters to order, filter and paginate 

the API endpoints responses. 

 

The params will be added as query-string params at the end of the url. We’ll use the 

following: 

 

- sort. The field by which the results are sorted. 

- from. Used to paginate. The number of elements to skip in the response. 

- to. Used to paginate. The last element to return in the response 

- expand. Used to request extra information for relational fields in the response. For 

example, we can expand the logs by user and the API will return all the data of the 

user that owns each log, rather than only return the id. 

- filter. Filter the response by a term. It will do partial filtering.  

- userId. Filter the response by user id. 

- listId. Filter the response by list id. 

 

The params can be, of course, used together. This is an API request example that gets the 

second page of logs of the user with id 3, sorted by title, expanding the data from the list of 

each log: 

 

/ logs ? sort = title & from = 50 & to = 100 & expand = list & userId =3 
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As you can guess we have defined the size of the page to be 50 logs. We want this value to 

be easy changeable, so instead of hard-coding it everywhere we need it, we’ll set it in a 

configuration file and read it from there. 

 

In the API, the query params are automatically parsed by the Koa framework and made 

available in the context (the this.query object) of the handler:  

 

  *  get ()  { 

    const  res =  yield  logs . get ( this . query ); 

    this . response . body =  res . res; 

    this . set ( 'X-Total' ,  res . count ); 

  }, 

 

So, we will just pass the this.query object to the method which will add them to the 

bookshelf query, as we saw before. 

Since we are paginating, the response will not contain all the elements that meet the query 

condition. This is why the handler also adds an HTTP header (X-Total) that indicates the 

total number of elements that would be returned without pagination.  This is useful for the 

frontend to know how many pages there are in total and not request anymore when they 

are all loaded. 

 

Securing endpoints 

 

The signUp and logIn endpoints that we saw before were not secured because everybody 

has to be able to create an account and log in. But the rests of endpoints work differently 

depending on the user being authenticated or not. We have two different cases: 

 

● Endpoints that are exclusive for authenticated users. These are all the creates, 

updates and deletes of lists and logs, plus the endpoints of follow / unfollow users. 

If a non authenticated user tries to request them, the API returns a 403 error 

(unauthorized). 

● Endpoints opened to everyone but with different response whether the user is 

authenticated or not. These are all the get methods. Everybody can list lists, logs and 

users but if the user is authenticated the API will return extra information for each 
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item. For example, it will return a boolean for each list to indicate whether the user 

is following it or not. 

 

For now, to secure the endpoints we will use the most basic and simple strategy: Basic 

access authentication.  

The Basic access authentication uses an HTTP header with every request to provide the API 

with the user’s username and password. In particular, it uses the “Authorization” header and 

encodes with Base64 a string formed by concatenating the username and password. 

Since the string is only encoded and not encrypted or hashed, Basic access authentication is 

less secure than other authentication strategies (like Oauth/Oauth2). If somebody manages 

to intercept a request, he can easily read and decode the header and, therefore, get the 

user credentials. For this reason, when using this strategy, it is recommended that all 

request are over HTTPS. 

 

In the backend, we will create a custom middleware to encapsulate the authentication logic. 

This middleware will have different behaviour depending on the endpoint: 

 

module . exports =  function  auth ( required =  true ) { 

  return  function  *  authgen ( next )  { 

    const  params  =  authParser ( this ); 

    const  user =  yield  users . findByCredentials ({ 

      nick :  params  &&  params . name, 

      password :  params  &&  params . pass, 

    }); 

 

    if  (! user &&  required )  { 

      this . status =  403; 

      return; 

    } 

 

    this . user =  user; 

    yield  next; 

  }; 

}; 
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This is what it does: 

- Uses the authParser module that reads and decodes the authentication header from 

the request. 

- Gets the user from the database using this credentials. 

- If the endpoint requires the user to be authenticated and it doesn’t exist. It returns a 

403 error. 

- If the user exists, attaches it to the context so it can be used for the handler 

afterwards. 

 

So now, when defining a route for a new endpoint, we just have to use this middleware 

indicating if the user is required to be authenticated or not. For example, this is the route 

for getting lists: 

 

router . get ( '/lists' ,  auth ( false ),  listsRoutes . get ); 
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Creating Lists 

 

Let’s now go over the way lists and logs are created. 

 

The user’s lists are listed in the left menu. When the user has no lists, we show an 

information message, plus a button to add the first one: 

 

 

 

Since to create a list we only require to give a name (the description can be added later on) 

we don’t need an extra page or pop-up and we can show the form directly on the menu. The 

add button gets replaced by the new list form: 
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When the user submits the form, the list gets added to the menu and the user is redirected 

to the List Page: 

 

 

 

Edit and Delete 

 

There are two ways to edit the name of a list. One is by clicking the pencil icon that shows 

up when hovering the title of the list in the List Page: 

 

 

 

When the pencil is clicked, the header turns into a form which allows to edit the name and 

to add a description for the list. 
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The hide and show of elements via mouse hovering is a feature used many times 

throughout the application and is implemented using native CSS features, so we don’t need 

javascript for this: 

 

 

. list - header{ 

padding :  15px  20px; 

float :  left; 

width :  100 %; 

height :  120px; 

 

&: hover . glyphicon - pencil{ 

display :  inline - block; 

}  

} 

 

Another way to edit the list name is directly from the menu. Again, through hovering, a 

pencil button turns the menu item into an input form: 

 

 

 

This two edit options are a good example of one of the benefits of having the application 

state (the model) centralized in one place using Redux. Let’s remember that, when we 

modeled our state, we defined one key for the actual entities (users, lists and logs) which 

are referenced by the rest of the state using id’s.  

This is the relevant part of the state used to render the left menu and the list page: 

 

{ 

entities :  { 

lists :  { 

" test / MyFirstList ":  { 

id :  1, 

name :  " My  First  List ", 

description :  " My  Description" 
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... 

} 

} 

... 

}, 

... 

menu :  { 

lists :  [ 

{ id :  1 ,  active :  true ,  edit:  true }, 

         ] 

}, 

currentList :  { 

id :  1 , 

 isFetching :  false, 

logs :  [], 

page :  1, 

expanded :  true 

} 

... 

} 

 

When we edit a list, regardless from where it’s being edited, the only part of the state that 

changes is the list entity. Since both the menu and the list header read the data from there, 

they get automatically updated once the other is edited. 

 

Delete List: Modal Windows 

 

We will use modal windows throughout the application. The first example shows up in the 

delete list feature.  

Deleting a list is a serious action because it completely deletes a list and all of its logs 

without the possibility of recovering them, so we want to warn the user of this and we also 

want to protect him of accidentally clicking the delete button: 
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Apart from the delete confirmation modal, we’ll have modal windows for creating logs and 

signing up / logging in. We need to find a way to encapsulate and isolate the common logic 

they have to not duplicate it.  

All modals will have a title, a top-right close button, a cancel button, a confirm button and 

will have a semi transparent gray background which, when clicked, will also close the modal. 

Also, we need a way of closing the modal when the action that the confirm button triggers 

is successfully completed. We cannot close the modal just when it’s clicked because there 

can be server side errors. 

That’s why we’ve decided to use Redux for this. We will have a key “modal” in the state with 

the current active modal which will be null if there is no modal rendered. This way, in the 

modal reducer, we just have to empty the state after the success actions: 

 

export  default  function  modal ( state =  {},  action )  { 

  switch  ( action . type )  { 

  case  'SHOW_MODAL' :  return  { 

    modal :  action . modal, 

    props :  action . props, 

  }; 

  case  'LOGIN_SUCCESS': 

  case  'DELETE_LIST_SUCCESS': 

  case  'SAVE_LOG_SUCCESS': 

  case  'SIGNUP_SUCCESS': 

  case  'HIDE_MODAL' :  return  {}; 

  default :  return  state; 

  } 

} 
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Then, in the Modal Component, we just need to read the state and render it. 

 

import  BtModal  from  'react-bootstrap/lib/Modal'; 

 

class  Modal  extends  React . Component  { 

  handleHide ()  { 

    this . props . dispatch ( hideModal ()); 

  } 

  render ()  { 

    const  Component  =  this . props . modal; 

    return  Component  && 

          <BtModal show 

               onHide ={ this . handleHide . bind ( this )}> 

            <BtModal.Header  closeButton> 

            </BtModal.Header> 

            } 

            <Component  onHide ={ this . handleHide .bind ( this )}/> 

          </BtModal>; 

  } 

} 

 

Modal . propTypes =  { 

  modal :  React . PropTypes . func, 

  dispatch :  React . PropTypes . func, 

}; 

 

function  mapStateToProps ( state )  { 

  return  state . modal; 

} 

 

Note that we wrap our own Component with a Component from the React Bootstrap 

library, which is a library that provides React Component versions for most of the UI 

Components on the Twitter Bootstrap Library, the most famous frontend library. 

The React Bootstrap Modal Component provides us with the gray background overlay, the 

close button icon and the CSS styles to place to Modal in the middle of the screen.  
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Drag & Drop 

 

We want the user to be able to order his list as he likes. We’ll do it by allowing the user to 

reorder his lists by drag and dropping them directly from the menu. 

 

 

 

This is the only feature that we’ve found to be surprisingly complex to implement using 

React in comparison with other frameworks or libraries like JQuery.  

We’ve used the “react-dnd” library to help us. It’s a really low-level library that provides a 

set of React components and tools to help build complex drag and drop interfaces while 

keeping the components decoupled. We’ll only use it to create sortable lists, but it may be 

used for any kind of UI that involves drag&droping. 

 

The first step is to define the dragSource , which is the html element that starts the drag, 

and the dropTarget , which is the html element that the dragged element gets dropped on. 

In a sortable list, both the dragSource and the dropTarget are the same: the list item itself. 
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For the dragSource you need to define three methods 

- The canDrag  method, used to specify whether the dragging is currently allowed. We 

use it to block the drag&drop when the list doesn’t belong to the logged user (aka. 

the current user is visiting the profile of another user) 

canDrag ( props )  { 

    return  props . isOwner; 

  }, 

- The beginDrag  method. It’s called when the dragging starts and it’s used to return 

an object describing the data being dragged so it can be used later on in the 

dropping handler. 

beginDrag ( props )  { 

    return  { 

      list :  props . list, 

      index :  props . index, 

    }; 

  }, 

 

- The endDrag  method. It’s called when the dragging stops. We’ll use it to call the 

function that will end up dispatching the action to make the API request to update 

the list order.  

 

  endDrag ( props ,  monitor )  { 

    const  position =  monitor . getItem (). index; 

    props . updateList ({ 

      ... props . list, 

      position, 

    }); 

  } 

 

For The dropTarget will only use the hover  method. It’s called when an item is hovered over 

the component. So, we’ll use it to visually reorder the list when the user drags the menu 

item up and down. 

 

const  dropTarget =  { 

  hover ( props ,  monitor ,  component )  { 
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    const  dragItem =  monitor . getItem (); 

    const  dragIndex =  dragItem . index; 

    const  hoverIndex =  props . index; 

 

    if  ( dragIndex ===  hoverIndex )  { 

      return; 

    } 

 

    const  hoverBoundingRect =  findDOMNode ( component). getBoundingClientRect (); 

    const  hoverMiddleY =  ( hoverBoundingRect .bottom - hoverBoundingRect . top ) /  2; 

    const  clientOffset =  monitor . getClientOffset (); 

    const  hoverClientY =  clientOffset . y - hoverBoundingRect.top; 

    if  ( dragIndex <  hoverIndex &&  hoverClientY <  hoverMiddleY )  { 

      return; 

    } 

    if  ( dragIndex >  hoverIndex &&  hoverClientY >  hoverMiddleY )  { 

      return; 

    } 

 

    props . moveList ( dragIndex ,  hoverIndex ); 

    monitor . getItem (). index =  hoverIndex; 

  }, 

}; 

 

This is one of the more cryptics pieces of code of the entire application. We’re are basically 

trying to determine if the cursor which is dragging the item has crossed half of the item 

height of the item on top (if is dragging upwards) or the item below (if is dragging 

downwards). When it happens we’ll call a method (moveList) passed by the top component 

which ends up dispatching the action that, in turn, will update the Redux state rerendering 

the list. 

 

Now we have to link the dragSource and the dropTarget definition with the actual 

component, using ES6 annotations: 

 

@dragSource ( 'menu' ,  dragSource ,  ( connect ,  monitor )  =>  ({ 

  isDragging :  monitor . isDragging (), 

})) 
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@dropTarget ( 'menu' ,  dropTarget )) 

class  ListsMenuItem  extends  React . Component  { 

  constructor ( props )  { 

    super ( props ); 

    this . state =  { editmode :  false }; 

  } 

... 

 

 Note that react-dnd provides us with the isDragging prop that we can use in the render 

method to apply CSS-styles to the dragged item. 

 

Reordering the list in the database . 

 

The API endpoint used to reorder the list is the same that we use to edit the name since the 

position is just another field of the list entity. So, the frontend just has to send the new list’s 

position. 

However, when the position of a list changes, the position of other lists may change as well. 

If this list is moved down, all the list contained from the starting point to the end position 

have their position increased by one, whereas if the list is moved up all the list from the 

starting point to the end position have their position decreased by one. We’ll create a 

method to do this: 

 

updatePositions ( userId ,  id ,  oldPosition ,  newPosition )  { 

    const  qb =  List . query (); 

    if  (  oldPosition <  newPosition )  { 

 

      qb . where ({ user_id :  userId }) 

        . andWhere ( 'position' ,  '>' ,  oldPosition) 

        . andWhere ( 'position' ,  '<=' ,  newPosition) 

        . whereNot ({ id :  id }) 

        . decrement ( 'position' ,  1 ); 

    }  else  { 

      qb . where ({ user_id :  userId }) 

        . andWhere ( 'position' ,  '<' ,  oldPosition) 

        . andWhere ( 'position' ,  '>=' ,  newPosition) 

        . whereNot ({ id :  id }) 
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        . increment ( 'position' ,  1 ); 

    } 

 

    return  qb; 

  } 

 

We also have to be aware that the position of the list has to be updated in the same way 

when a list is deleted. 

 

Creating Logs 

 

Now it’s time to implement the most important feature of the application: creating logs. 

We want this feature to be the most easy, fast and intuitive as possible, so the user will be 

able to create logs in two ways: from the lists itself, and from a button in the left menu 

which will be always visible regardless of the page the user is currently in: 

 

  

 

This button will open up a Modal Window with the creation form: 
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First, the user must select the list where the log will be created and add a title for the log.  

Then he can optional add an url which the title will link to and an up to 1000 characters 

description. 

The most interesting part is the thumbnail (the empty square on the left) which will be 

automatically generated from the given url (if any).  

 

To automatically update the thumbnail we will add an onChange handler to the url input: 

 

            <input className="urlInput" 

                   placeholder ={ messages . LOG_URL_PLACEHOLDER} 

                   maxLength = "500" 

                   onChange ={ debounce ( this . onUrlChange ,  1000 )} 

                   autoFocus ></ input> 

 

Note that we are wrapping the handler in a debounce method which only will call the 

handler one second after the user has finished entering the url. This prevents the 
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thumbnail generator  (which can be a costly function, as we will see) to be constantly called 

while the user is entering the url. 

 

The application will take into account four types of url’s: 

 

Images . If the url directly points to an image, the thumbnail will be this image. 

 

 

 

To check if the url points to a real image, it’s not enough to check if the url ends with an 

image extension like jpg or png, because there are many images urls that hide the extension 

and, also , there are many urls that have an image extension but point to a broken link. 

The right way is to use make use of the Image object that Javascript provides natively: 

 

export  function  checkImage ( url,  callback )  { 

  const  img =  new  Image (); 

  img . onerror =  img . onabort =  function  onerror ()  { 

    callback ( false ); 

  }; 

  img . onload =  function  onsuccess ()  { 

    callback ( true ); 

  }; 

  img . src =  url; 

} 
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When you assign an url to the src property of an Image object, Javascript automatically tries 

to load that image, calling the onError callback if it failed or the onLoad callback if it 

succeeded. So, if the onLoad callback is called, we know that the url entered by the user 

points to an actual image. 

 

GIFS . Gifs are a special case. They are technically an image, so we’ll use the same method to 

check them, but, we don’t want to directly show the GIF in the thumbnail, because a list 

with many GIFs playing at the same time would be overwhelming for the user. Our solution 

will be to take the first frame of the gif as the thumbnail for the log, and show the complete 

gif in the log’s expanded view. The job of taking the first frame will lay on the backend as 

we will see. The frontend will only mark the thumbnail as a gif. 

 

Youtube links . We acknowledge that a very common use case in Listlogs is creating lists of 

videos, so we’ll start adding support for youtube videos, with the possibility to add other 

providers in the future. 

We want the thumbnail of a log that points to a youtube video to be a frame of the video 

itself. This is easily accomplished because youtube already provides with up to four 

thumbnails for each of its videos. To get them, you just need to create the following url 

using the video’s id:  

 

http : //img.youtube.com/vi/${youtubeId}/${numThumb}.jpg 

 

The “numThumb” variable is just a number from 0 to 3 to indicate which thumbnail to load. 

To get the youtube id we need to parse the url entered by the user. Youtube url’s can come 

in many formats, from regular urls, to mobile urls, shorten, playlists… so we’ve created a 

regular expression that will get the youtube id from all of them. 

 

export  function  getYoutubeId ( url)  { 

      const  match =  url . match ( /(?:https?:\/{2})?(?:w{3}\.)?youtu(?:be)?\.(?:com|be)(?:\/watch\?v=|\/)([^\s&]+)/ ); 

       if  ( match )  return  match [ 1 ]; 

       else  return  null; 

} 
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Since a video can have up to 4 possible thumbnails, we need a way to let the user pick the 

one he wants for his log. To do it, we’ll turn the thumbnail box into a little carrousel so the 

user can navigate through all the options: 

 

 

 

Websites . When a thumbnail is neither an image, a gif or a youtube link we’ll treat it as a 

general website. In this case, we want the user to be able to pick any image from that 

website as a thumbnail for the log.  

 

To implement this, we’ll need to use scraping techniques. It’s important to note that 

Javascript blocks cross-domain connections from the browser (as we explained in the CORS 

section) so we cannot scrap other websites in the client side and we’ll do it server side. 

When a user enters a general website url, the client side will do a request to one our API 

endpoints to get the available images for that url so the user can pick one. 

To help us with that, the backend will use a scraper module called X-Ray which given an url 

an a html tag, connects to that url and returns all the existent tags of that kind. So, we’ll use 

it to get all the <img> tags: 

 

      const  scraper =  new  Xray (); 

      scraper ( url ,  'img' )(( err ,  images )  =>  { 

         … 
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} 

 

That’s really easy, but unfortunately it’s not enough. The problem is that many of the 

images in a website are totally irrelevant or duplicated, they are small logos, icons, buttons, 

banners, content separators, backgrounds…  

We want to return to the user truly relevant images that represent the website, so we need 

a way to postprocess these images, filter the irrelevant ones and try to sort them by 

importance. 

To find a formula that works for all websites is impossible, but after trying many options 

we’ve come up with a simple process that works well most of the time: sorting them by size, 

removing duplicates and removing those smaller than certain size. 

However, getting the size of an image from the <img> tag is not so simple because, 

depending on how the source website is laid down and styled we’ve found that many <img> 

tags had their size property set to 0, even though the image size wasn’t actually 0.  

The way to always find the exact size of an image is to actually request the image itself. 

NodeJS has a native request module to request resources from other domains: 

 

 

request ({ 

      url :  image . src, 

      method :  'HEAD', 

    },  ( err ,  res )  =>  { 

      if  (! err &&  res )  { 

        resolve ({ size :  parseInt ( res . headers [ 'content-length' ],  10 ), 

                        src :  image . src }); 

      } 

    }); 

 

 

Note that, since we just need the size of the image and not the image itself, we can use a 

little trick to make the process more efficient: we can make the request using the HTTP 

verb HEAD  which will only return the response headers without downloading the image. 

One of them is the “content-length” header which contains the length, in bytes, of the 

request body which, in this case, is the image size. 
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Once the image urls are sorted and filtered they are returned to the frontend which, as it 

did with the youtube thumbnails, will show them in a carrousel so the user can pick 

whichever he wants. 

 

Note that the user has also the option of not having any thumbnail in his log. He just has to 

mark the checkbox down below: 

 

 

 

 

Storing images vs Hot Linking 

 

When your application deals with images from other sources you have to decide between 

physically storing them in your system or only storing the url and hot-linking to the original 

source every time you want to show them. Let’s analyze the pros and cons of every option: 

 

Hotlinking 

 

● PRO: It’s the easiest option. Only requires to store the image url in the database. 

● PRO: The system doesn’t have to download any file when the user creates a new log 

so the response time to the user is faster. 

● CON: If the original source becomes unavailable, the application we’ll not be able to 

load the image and will show a broken link. Also, if the original source changes, the 

image in the application will change as well, which is not always desirable. 
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● CON: Some servers block domains that are requesting too many resources from 

them. We’ve experienced this even with simple tests, so it’s a problem that would 

become quite serious in the future. 

 

Own Storage 

 

● PRO: It’s more reliable. You have full control of it. It guarantees that the image will 

always be available and never change. 

● CON: It has a more complex implementation. Every time a log is created or updated 

the thumbnail has to be downloaded from its original source and uploaded to a 

cloud storage. 

● CON: It can become expensive. Storing images to a cloud storage has a cost that will 

increase as the number of user of the application increases.  

 

After considering both alternative, we think that the downsides of hotlinking are too 

serious. Also, after doing some research in various Cloud Storage options, we consider that 

the costs are assumable.  

 

Our choice has been S3, which is the file storage web service offered by Amazon Web 

Services (AWS). The pricing seems reasonable: 

 

- $0.0390 per month per GB stored. 

- $0.004 for every 10000 requests 

 

In addition, Amazon S3 already provides with great documentation and modules in many 

languages (including NodeJS) to access its API.  
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Set up S3 is really easy. You just need to: 

- Create a AWS account. We already had one because we'll use (as we will see in the 

next section) AWS EC2 as our server to deploy the application. 

- Create a Bucket. A S3 Bucket is the folder in the file storage where you upload the 

files. We'll create two buckets: the main production bucket and one development 

bucket so we can easily remove the testing uploads that we make. 

- Get the AppKey and AppSecret that our API will use to authenticate when uploading 

files. 

 

Now, let's see how our API connects to AWS S3 in the Create Log endpoint. 

 

These are the steps that the backend goes through to process the thumbnail when a user 

submits a new log: 

 

 

 

- Download the image from its origin source using the request module: 

 

    request.get({ 

      url: params.uri, 

      encoding: 'binary', 

    }, (error, response, body) => { 

  ... 

    }); 

 

- Save the image in a temporary directory using the fs native module:  

 

fs.writeFile('/tmp', body, 'binary') 

 

- Create a smaller version of the original image to be used as the thumbnail using the 

gm module. We'll set our thumbnails' size to be 90x90 pixels: 

 

gm(params.image + '[0]').resize(90, 90); 
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Note that, by adding the '[0]' to the image url, the gm module will use the first frame of the 

image. This has no effect with normal images, but will help us with GIF images. 

 

- Upload both the original image and the resized thumbnail to S3: 

 

client = s3.createClient({ 

  key: '334A23B42...', 

  secret: '2342AR4A...', 

  bucket: config.s3.bucket, 

}) 

 

client.putFile(options.image, options.key, { 

      'xamzacl': 'publicread', 

      'ContentType': 'image/jpeg', 

    }, (err, res) => { 

    ... 

  }); 

 

The bucket is taken from a config file since it depends on the current enviroment. 

Also, note that when uploading the file we have to set 'public-read' permissions so 

our frontend can fetch it. 

 

- Remove the temporary file using the unlink method of the fs module 

 

  fs.unlink(image); 

 

- Return the S3 url from both the image and the thumbnail to the handler which will 

be stored in the database along with the rest of the Log’s data. 
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Custom order and add in between 

 

Once the log is created, it’s automatically added at the last position of the list.  

 

We want the lists to have a customizable order, so that the user can create lists where the 

order matters, like rankings. Therefore, we’ll implement a drag & drop sorting using exactly 

the same technique and components that we used for sorting list in the left side menu. 
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However, we feel that that’s not enough. Create lists in certain order would require either 

create them with the right order from the start or adding logs and dragging them to the 

right position every time, which with long lists would be really unpleasant.  

That’s why we’ll implement a new way of adding logs: 

 

 

 

When the user drags the mouse between two logs, a clickable bar show up which, when 

clicked, opens a form between the two logs: 
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The form behaves exactly the same than the form in the modal window that we described 

before. The only difference is that it lacks the list selector (we don’t need to pick the list 

where the log will be created since we are already in it) and when the log is created it gets 

added in the chosen position.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expanded View 

 

And the last feature we want to talk about is the possibility to expand the logs. 
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Clicking at any point of the log (except for the title) shows an expanded version of the log 

 

 

 

 

The expanded view hides the thumbnails and show a big version of the media associated 

with the log. This way, the user can perfectly visualize images, gifs and even reproduce 

youtube videos without having to navigate out of the page. 

Embedding a youtube video is as simple as using an <iframe> tag with the video url: 

 

 <iframe className="youtube" 

         src={this.props.log.mediaUrl}> 

  </iframe> 

 

Deployment 

 

Now, we are ready to deploy the application to production. 
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The first step is to get a server. After analyzing many options, we will go, for now, with the 

most basic Amazon EC2 AWS instance which offers enough power to deal with the traffic 

we expect during the first months and is completely free for a full year. 

 

Both the frontend and the backend will be deployed at the same server but will run in two 

separate NodeJs processes. 

To manage these processes we will use a Node module called pm2. 

 

 

 

PM2  is a production process manager for Node.js applications with a built-in load balancer. 

It allows you to keep applications alive forever, to reload them without downtime and to 

facilitate common system admin tasks. 

So, basically, it detects if the application crashes and reloads it automatically. Also, offers 

tools to easily consult logs and stop/restart processes. 

 

We will use GIT to download the code to the server. We just need to connect to the server 

via SSH and clone the application repository from bitbucket running: 

 

git clone git@bitbucket.org:dani/listlogs.git 

 

This will download the source code of the application without the external dependencies. 

To install them we just need to run: 

 

sudo npm install production 
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This will install the dependencies for both the frontend and backend. This is one of the main 

benefits of using the same package manager for both components. Note that we are using 

the --production flag so we don't install dependencies that are only used in development, 

like redux-devtools or wepback-dev-server. 

 

Now we have to build the frontend bundle. This is, use webpack to create the single 

javascript file that will be sent to the browser containing our source code and all the 

dependencies: 

 

NODE_ENV=production webpack p 

 

Again, we tell webpack that this is the production build so it runs extra optimizations that 

are not needed in development like concatenating and minifying the code. 

 

Now, we are ready to run both the frontend and the backend processes using pm2: 

 

sudo NODE_ENV=production pm2 start api/src/server.js name='api' 

sudo NODE_ENV=production pm2 start server.js name='app' 

 

And that's it. The application is ready to use. 

 

Finally, we'll create a script with all this commands, so everytime we want to deploy new 

versions we just need to push them to the git repository and run this script. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Getting a Domain 
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We don't want the url of our website to look like something like this: 

http://aw21faawffer323223.awssec2.com so will buy the domain listlogs.com. 

 

We'll use GoDaddy as our domain provider. To set it up we need 3 simple steps: 

 

- Create a GoDaddy account. 

- Buy the domain. We'll choose an annual subscription which costs 9.99€ + IVA. 

- From the GoDaddy administration panel, point the domain to the IP of our Amazon 

EC2 server. 

 

Within 24h, when the IP mapping spreads to all DNS servers, the website will be accessible 

at http://www.listlogs.com . Go and test it out! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Future Improvements 

 

http://www.listlogs.com/
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As we said in the introduction, the concept of Listlogs can be easily extended with new 

functionalities. Let’s review a few that we would like to implement in a near future: 

 

- The current authentication system  is too simple. It does the job for now, but it lacks 

very basic features that should be implemented if we want to reach more users: 

 

- SignUp Email Confirmation . Require the user to confirm his account by 

sending him a confirmation email. This prevents people from registering with 

other people’s email. 

- Captcha . To stop the registration of bots we should require the user to enter 

a captcha when signing up. 

- Password recovery . Right now, if a user forgets his password, he has no way 

to get it back. We should implement a system for which the user could reset 

his password by sending him a link via email. 

- Facebook and / or Twitter sign in . Everyday people is getting more reluctant 

to create a new account for each website they visit. So offering the possibility 

of signing in with their Facebook or Twitter account is becoming a must. 

 

- More social features . Right now, following users and lists is the only "social" feature 

implemented in the application. It's, by far, the most important, but we have a few 

more in mind: 

 

- Comments . We would like the users to be able to comment other users’ logs. 

- Notifications . When adding a comment system, it’s almost mandatory to add 

a notification system so the users know that they have received a comment. 

Then, we could take advantage of the notification system for other uses, like 

notifying the user when he has a new follower. 

- Likes.  We would like the users to be able to like other users’ logs. 

- Share .  We would like the users to be able to share other users’ logs to other 

social networks, like facebook or twitter. 

- Discover. Right now, the only way a user can discover new content, apart 

from the users he follows, is by following new users that show up in the “Who 

to follow list”. This require the user to either blindly follow users that he 
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doesn’t know or visit their profiles one by one to see if the content they 

create interest him, which is not very practical.  

We need a more visual way. A specific page in the application where the user 

can go and quickly see the most trending lists and logs (the most liked and 

commented, for example.) 

 

- Mobile Application . Specially after implementing some of the more social features 

we just listed, a mobile version for android and iOS starts to become a must. A 

mobile application would be really useful to visualize content, interact with it (liking 

and commenting) and quickly seeing the notifications. However, it would be more 

challenging to find way to make the creation of new content easy through a mobile 

device. 

 

- More Media Support . For now, the application automatically detects when the urls 

point to images, gifs and youtube videos. We would like to add support to other 

providers like Vimeo videos or Soundcloud players which could also be reproduced 

on site. 
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